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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Need to Research for a Creative Climate 

Guilford (6), in an address before the American Psycho-

logical Association in 1950» asserted that the neglect of 

the subject of creativity was appalling. Since this widely 

quoted remark was made, research in the area of creativity 

has increased tremendously. Where once there was a scarcity 

of published material, recently thel-e has been a deluge of 

articles, books, and symposiums. Where once creative ability 

was considered to be limited to a few talented geniuses, 

now such ability is considered to be possessed by everyone. 

Barron commented that "perhaps at no other time in all of 

human history has there been such general recognition that 

to be creative in one's own everyday activity is a positive 

good" (1, p. 7 ) . Moreno pushed aside Freud's concept of the 

"unconscious" when he asserted that "spontaneity-creativity 

is the problem of psychology" (16, p. 361). 

However, Hulbeck concluded that "the trend of our time 

is directed against creativeness in spite or — or rather 

because of — many efforts to promote it" (10, p. ̂ 9). Some 

teachers, observed Guilford (6), stress that only facts are 

necessary, while others stress that the mere memorizing of 



facts sets the wrong kind of a goal for a student. Guilford 

felt that both views are probably too strong. Pacts are 

important, he stated, for "no creative person can get along 

without previous experience or facts; he never creates in a 

vacuum or with a vacuum" (6, p. 448). Ferren is quoted by 

01sen as stating that "creative thinking cannot be done in a 

test tube existence" (17, p. 49). Guilford, along the same 

line, commented that "whether or not the individual who has 

the requisite abilities will actually produce results of a 

creative nature will depend upon his motivational and temper-

amental traits" (6, p. 444). 

In 1963, during the Utah Conference on Creativity, 

Toynbee (22) remarked that ability in children can be easily 

discouraged, for they are even more sensitive to hostile 

public opinion than are adults. They may learn to conform, 

Toynbee concluded, but the result is "the throwing away of 

the precious asset of creative performance for public good" 

(22, p. 6). In the same vein, Orth affirmed, "creative 

activity cannot be forced" (18, p. 58). 

Although creativity may be Initiated by the individual, 

Mackler (13) pointed out that it is affected by the person's 

total environmental situation in that there are both "facil-

itators" and "restrlctors" in his environment which affect 

the creativeness of one Individual differently than another. 

In agreement, Eyring (5) stated that, while "the prospective 

scientist should arrange to be born with the right genes, 



. . . even the gifted, individual . . • requires a stimulating 

environment" (5» pp. 3-^)• 

Hitt and Stock (9)> in describing the most creative 

researchers found in their study, noted that these researchers 

had been reared in an environment that rewarded both novel 

behavior and conventional behavior, and that fostered both 

freedom and responsibility. Yochim (23) found that children 

from homes in which rigid discipline was constantly enforced 

produced drawings which were tight, small, meticulous, and 

precise. In contrast, children who were given opportunity 

to develop self-confidence and to become self-sufficient pro-

duced drawings which were uninhibited, creative, exciting, 

and communicated a freedom of expression. Mead (15) con-

trasted the social climate of several entire cultures (Samoa, 

Bali, Arapesh, and Manus) and observed a differential effect 

upon creative attitudes and production among these several 

cultures. 

Mackworth (1^) commented that it would be interesting 

to try to determine some of the essential circumstances that 

facilitate original ways of thinking. He stated that several 

lists of suggestions have been reproduced in Taylor and Barron 

(19) and Coler (^). Mackworth emphasized that "these details 

may obscure the outstanding fact that, in general, the social 

and intellectual environment is of much greater importance 

than the physical surroundings" (1^, p. 60). 
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Writing In the Harvard Business Review, Orth recommended 

to management that they "must learn to understand the profes-

sional researcher" (18, p. 58) and, having accomplished that, 

"they work to create the best possible climate for creative 

work" (13, p. 58). Finally, Hasbrouch, writing over thirty-

five years ago, said: 

If we can provide an atmosphere for children where 
they may have the opportunity to manipulate materials 
creatively as a daily experience, during their most 
genuine and sincere period of life when they are 
most free and most truly themselves, this quality 
will be carried with them into their later mature 
years (8, p. 655). 

It is evident that educators and industrial psycholo-

gists alike recognize the effect that situational climate 

may have upon creative production. The present study will, 

hopefully, contribute some useful information leading to a 

better definition of the relationship between anxiety and 

creative production, which will lead in time to suggestions 

regarding the essential conditions of an optimum creative 

climate. The exploration of some of the aspects involved in 

situational climates is the point of departure for the present 

study. 

Definitions 

Two types of anxiety were assumed to operate in the 

present study. One type was designated "initial anxiety in 

the person," which was considered to be measured by the 

Cattell Anxiety Scale. The second type was designated 

"anxiety in the situation," which was hypothesized to be 



induced situational stress resulting from the threatening 

speech administered during the experimental treatment sessions. 

The aspect of creativity used in the present study was 

designated "creative production." For the purposes of the 

present study, it was assumed that creative production includes 

at least three elements: (1) it involves change, development, 

or evolution which culminates in a new organization or a new 

Gestalt; (2) it involves the unexpected rearrangement of 

existing materials or ideas; and (3) it must either be clearly 

practical or useful or meet some stated criterion. In the 

present study, creative production was measured by the instru-

ment designated "Practical Uses for Things." 

Theoretical Background 

Burchard (3) asserted that only psychoanalytic psychology 

has developed anything like an Integrated set of hypotheses. 

Burchard reviewed the development of the psychoanalytic view 

of creativity and summarized the central concept as being 

"that all artistic creation arises from the unconscious" (3, 

p. 416). This is in agreement with what many artists and 

writers have frequently stated regarding creative intuition 

and inspiration. According to Burchard, Freud initially felt 

that the artist expresses his unconscious fantasies in his 

work and that the motivation for creation is an unfulfilled 

ambition or erotic wish. However, Burchard pointed out, Freud 

later refined, his theory and placed greater emphasis on the 

defensive character of the creative Impulse. 



Other writers have suggested somewhat related causes of 

creativity. Bergler (2) felt that all creative people tend 

to "be orally regressed and that writing, for example, is 

their defense against unresolved masochistic attachments to 

the pre-oedipal mother. Lee (11) emphasized the pathology of 

the early mother-child relationship of the creative person. 

Lowenfeld (12) felt that almost all creative persons tend to 

suffer from neurotic conflicts. 

Burchard concluded that creation not only decreases 

psychic tension through providing fantasy gratification, but 

it also offers the possibility of some realistic success in 

the world. Burchard felt that the artist has conflicts and 

tensions which he can never completely resolve in actual life, 

and the resulting frustration is the source of the artist8s 

fantasy which forces him to sublimation through creativity. 

Burchard acknowledged the contribution of Rank, who felt that 

creation has a self-curative function and that the artist's 
* 

narcissism causes him to have constant, almost obsessive need 

for revelation or exhibitionism (3, p. *KL8). The artist, 

therefore, has a choice of defenses, and the one he chooses 

is his own particular method of expression for his creative 

ability. 

Hart (?) saw creativity primarily as an integrative 

force, which should be associated neither with pathological 

conflict nor with neurotic needs. It is not necessarily that 

an artistic person has more conflicts than the average person, 



but that he has found a means of freeing himself from his 

conflicts by objectifying them through the act of creativity. 

Hart suggested that the artist, because of his ability to 

project his fantasy, is better adjusted to reality than is 

the average man, and thus is able to dispose of aggression 

through socially-acceptable channels. Hart concluded that 

creativity is primarily a synthesis, because of the following 

reasons: 
* 

(a) It reduces instinctual tension from frustration, 
(b) It increases the pleasure element in living, 
by fusing it with the reality principle, (c) It 
satisfies the infantile omnipotence craving, which 
no one completely renounces, and which contributes 
to the failure of the average man. (d) It projects 
and objectifies conflict, making it more conscious 
and therefore more amenable to ego mastery, (e) By 
the use of symbols, it combines unconscious with 
conscious effort, resulting in greater energy and 
mobility, (f) It is inherently bound up with 
symmetry, harmony and completeness, rather than 
distortion and discord, hence manifesting the same 
features as physiological health (7, pp. 15-16). 

Turning now to the specific problem of the present study, 

the theoretical assumptions involved are as follows. It is 

assumed that anxiety may be considered in two distinct forms: 

(1) the Initial level of anxiety in the person at which he 

normally functions; and (2) the anxiety in the situation which 

may be induced by some threat to the person's self-concept. 

The first is considered to be a relatively stable factor, 

while the second is felt to be more temporary and probably 

specific to the situation. 

On the basis of the above studies, it is further assumed 

that situational anxiety may have two possible effects upon 
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an Individual. The first possible effect Is that situational 

anxiety may act as a drive to motivate an initially moderate-

or low-anxiety person. In this form, It is related to Hull's 

D (drive) as suggested by Taylor (20, 21). On the other hand, 

a second possible effect is that situational threat may act 

to impede the performance of an initially high-anxiety person. 

In psychodynamic terms, if the situation induces additional 

threat to the self, it will react by expending more psychic 

energy for its defense. The high-anxiety person is normally 

living at a high level of self-defensive behavior which re-

quires the expenditure of a large percentage of his psychic 

energy resources. It is assumed that there is a limit to the 

total psychic energy a person may have available for use at 

any moment. Therefore, as he expends more energy to defend 

himself from threat, he will have less energy remaining to 

perform other tasks. 

Further, it is assumed that all threat to the self is a 

perceptual phenomenon. The situational threat is not a real 

threat unless the person perceives it as one. Thus, how a 

person responds to new and additional situational stress is 

dependent upon his initial level of anxiety (assumed to be 

clinical anxiety in defense of the self) and how he views the 

new threat. 

Statement of the Problem 

The present study proposed to investigate the interaction 

between two anxiety variables as their joint effect may be 



related to creative production, using an experimental design. 

This investigation was attempted in six replications of a 

controlled experiment, a design which was selected to yield 

more information than could be obtained by pooling the data. 

The two anxiety variables were assumed to be "initial anxiety 

in the person," as measured by the Cattell Anxiety Scale, and 

"anxiety in the situation," as a result of the experimental 

treatment. The dependent measure of creative production was 

the Practical Uses for Things test, a modification of Getzels 

and Jaclsson's adaptation of Guilford's Unusual Uses test. 

It was also proposed to conduct supplementary analyses 

involving the additional variables of mental ability (ACT* 

scores), creative potential (measured by the self-rating Cree 

Questionnaire). and male-female differences, to assist in the 

interpretation of the major analyses. 

As a related issue, it was proposed to partially validate 

a newly constructed test related to creativity designated the 

"Synonym Scale" by comparing it with a performance test of 

creativity (the Practical Uses for Things test) and the test 

of creative potential (the Cree Questionnaire). 

Hypotheses 

Major Analyses 

It was anticipated that there would be a differential 

effect upon the creative production of high-anxiety subjects 

•American College Testing Program. 
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as compared to the creative production of the middle- and low-

anxiety subjects. Specifically, it was theorized that the 

introduction of an anxiety experience would act as a drive to 

stimulate comparatively greater creative production for Experi-

mental subjects who were at initially middle- and low-anxiety 

levels as compared to similarly anxious Control subjects. 

However, it was felt that this anxiety experience would result 

in comparatively smaller creative production for Experimental 

subjects who were at initially high-anxiety levels as compared. 

to similarly anxious Control subjects. 

Supplementar.y Analyses 

To assist in the interpretation of the major analyses, a 

number of supplementary analyses were projected. Specifically, 

it was hypothesized that 

1. A curvilinear relationship would be found between 

the Cattell Anxiety Scale scores and the Practical Uses for 

Things scores. 

2. A curvilinear relationship would be found between 

Anxiety Scale scores and Cree Questionnaire scores. 

3. A curvilinear relationship would be found between 

Anxiety Scale scores and ACT scores. 

4. A positive linear relationship would be found between 

Practical Uses for.Things scores and Cree Questionnaire scores. 

5. A positive linear relationship would be found between 

Practical Uses for Things scores and ACT scores. 
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6. A positive linear relationship would be found between 

Cree Questionnaire scores and ACT scores. 

7. The mean Anxiety Scale score for females would be 

significantly higher than the mean Anxiety Scale score for 

males* 

8. No significant difference would be found between the 

mean scores for males and females on the Practical Uses for 

Things test, 

9. No significant difference would be found between the 

mean scores for males and females on the Cree Questionnaire. 

Related Analyses 

In a related issue to the major and supplementary analyses, 

additional analyses were employed in an effort to provide 

partial validation of a newly constructed test assumed to be 

related to the measurement of creativity. This new test was 

designated the "Synonym Scale" and was assumed to measure 

divergent thinking. Specifically, it was hypothesized that 

1. A positive linear relationship would be found between 

Synonym Scale scores and Cree Questionnaire scores. 

2. A positive linear relationship would be found between 

Synonym Scale scores and Practical Uses for Things scores. 

3. A positive linear relationship would be found between 

Synonym Scale scores and ACT scores. 

A curvilinear relationship would be found between 

Synonym Scale scores and Anxiety Scale scores. 
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5. No significant difference would be found between the 

mean scores for males and females on the Synonym Scale. 
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CHAPTER II 

RELATED LITERATURE 

Introduction 

The literature reviewed for the present study is grouped 

into four related categories; (1) studies related to various 

aspects of anxiety: (2) studies involving research between 

anxiety and such factors as learning, achievement, and intel-

ligence: (3) statements attempting to define creativity; and 

(4) studies involving research between anxiety and creativity 

measures. The second and fourth groups are assumed to be 

related in at least two ways. First, they are related by the 

common factor of anxiety (conflict, tension, etc.). Second, 

they are related as problem-solving activities in the total 

intellectual functioning of the individual. 

Various Aspects of Anxiety 

One of the most influential climate aspects of any 

situation is the level of anxiety aroused by that situation. 

There have been many attempts to define anxiety and many 

attempts to measure it. This section will explore some of 

these attempts in an effort to better understand the nature 

of anxiety as it is assumed to apply in the present study. 

Alpert and Haber (2) recently classified tests of anxiety 

under two divergent categories: general anxiety scales, and 

15 
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specific anxiety scales. They specified the Taylor Manifest 

Anxiety Scale (MAS) as an example of the former and' the 

Mandler and Sarason Test Anxiety Scale (TAS) as an example 

of the latter type. 

Taylor's scale was made up of items drawn from the 

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) and is 

concerned with.a wide variety of situations other than test 

taking. Underlying the construction of the MAS is a theo-

retical assumption that there is a relatively constant "level 

of internal anxiety or emotionality," and that the intensity 

of this anxiety can be determined by a paper-and-pencil test 

consisting of items describing what have been called "overt 

or manifest symptoms of this state" (52* p. 285). 

Being one of the first and most frequently used anxiety 

measures, Taylor's scale has also received much criticism. 

In 1956, Taylor (53) felt compelled to answer two major 

criticisms of the MAS. First, she stated that the scale was 

developed on the assumption that anxiety scores are related 

in some manner to drive level. This she assumed to be related 

to Hull's,D (27). However, she pointed out that no claim had 

ever been made that the only difference between individuals 

receiving different scores on the MAS was the difference of 

drive level or that all performance differences could be 

explained solely by differences in drive level. The second 

criticism she answered by stating that the MAS was designed 

solely to select subjects differing In general drive level, 
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and was not constructed to develop a clinically useful test 

which would diagnose anxiety. It should be pointed out, 

however, that the M S was developed by having clinicians 

select items from the MMPI which they felt referred to mani-

fest anxiety as it is described psychiatrically. 

Taking into consideration suggestions offered by 

Hosenbaum (43) and Spence, Farber, and Taylor (48) , Taylor 

suggested two possible meanings of the MAS score. First, 

MAS scores "reflect differences in chronic emotional state 

so that individuals scoring high on the scale tend to bring 

a higher level of emotionality or anxiety *in the door* with 

them than do subjects scoring at lower levels" (53» P* 306) . 

Second, MAS scores "reflect different potentialities for 

anxiety arousal, high scoring Ss being those who tend to 

react more ;emotionally and adapt less readily to novel or 

threatening situations than do low scores" (53, p. 306). 

Other.examples of general anxiety scales listed by 

Alpert and Eaber (2) were Welsh's Anxiety Index (AI) and 

Freeman's Anxiety Scale (AS). Although Alpert and Haber did 

not include Cattell*s Anxiety Scale (9) among these, it is 

assumed that it should be included. 

The Gattell Anxiety Scale has also had its critics. 

Bendig (4) used 110 men and 128 women enrolled in educational 

psychology courses as subjects to whom he administered the 

Cattell AS and the Edwards Social Desirability Scale. Bendig 

found correlations of - . 5 6 with covert anxiety and - . 7 0 with 
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overt anxiety on the Cattell AS as compared with the Edwards 

scale. In another study, Bendig (5) conducted a factorial 

validity test of the items in the Cattell AS using 100 men 

and 100 women undergraduate and graduate education students 

as subjects. He reported that the Cattell AS does not 

measure a unitary trait, but at least two variables: anxiety 

and social desirability. 

Fisher and Kramer (19) compared the Cattell AS with the 

Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale, using as subjects 

63 males and 137 females (ages 17-63), psychiatric technical 

trainees from two California state hospitals for the mentally 

retarded. Fisher and Kramer found that the Cattell AS is 

heavily loaded with a social desirability factor and that the 

Marlowe-Crowne scale may be viewed as a measure of defensive-

ness. The correlations with the Marlowe-Crowne scale were 

-.607 for total anxiety, -.5^ for covert anxiety, and -.558 

for overt anxiety. 

However, Levitt and Persky (31) have produced experi-

mental evidence supporting the validity of the Cattell AS over 

the Taylor MAS. Levitt and Persky subjected 30 medical stu-r 
* 

dents to an infusion of a solution of hydrocortisone calculated 

to raise the plasma level to 100 micrograms per cent,, which is 

about three times greater than the level found in the most 

anxious psychiatric patients. On a second occasion, the 

infusion was a placebo solution of 5 per cent glucose in water. 

This yielded a double-blind, cross-over design. According to 
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Levitt and Persky, neither the Taylor MAS nor Zuckerman,s 

Affect Adjective Check List differed significantly between 

the two occasions. However, the Cattell AS distinguished 

between the two occasions at better than the .05 level of 

significance. A correlation of .55 was also found between 

the Cattell AS and the Taylor MAS. 

In a comparison study, Edwards (15) administered the 

Cattell Anxiety Scale and the Taylor MAS after having admin-

istered the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) to 25 

"apparently normal" volunteers, most of which were college 

students. The WAIS triad, purported to reflect anxiety, and 

the sum of all scaled scores on the timed tests of the WAIS 

were correlated with the Cattell AS and Taylor MAS scores. 

Edwards found that in every instance where the Cattell AS was 

correlated alone with either the triad or all the timed WAIS 

subtests, it did so better than the MAS or the Cattell AS and 

the MAS combined. In addition, he found that the Cattell AS 

and the Taylor MAS correlated .756, which he stated agreed 

with prior studies. 

According to Alpert and Haber, the current alternate 

position is represented by Mandler and Sarason who developed 

the Test Anxiety Scale (TAS). Handler and Sarason (3*0 main-

tain that the items composing the measuring instrument should 

be concerned with the specific situations in which it is to 

be used. These writers, studying stress in academic achieve-

ment situations, developed the TAS, a questionnaire which they 
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said was "specifically concerned with the Ss attitudes and 

experiences in a testing situation" (3^, p. 166). Thus, the 

TAS provides a score indicating the remembered intensity of 

certain experiences and behaviors immediately antecedent to 

or concomitant with the taking of various types of past exami-

nations. The implication of this type of scale is that the 

increased situational specificity of its item content will 

allow for a more sensitive measurement of anxiety and its 

effect in the academic achievement situation. Unfortunately, 

other situations will require other such specific scales. 

Handler and Sarason concluded that two related problems 

are apparent in the study of anxiety: (1) the relationship 

between strength of drive and adequacy of defense, and (2) 

the relationship between strength of drive and choice of 

defense. They suggested that by approaching the problem of 

test anxiety from the standpoint of the nature and strength 

of defense mechanisms, it may be possible to explain individual 

differences more adequately than is now possible. "It is 

questionable," they concluded, "whether intelligence test 

scores adequately describe the underlying abilities of indi-

viduals with a high anxiety drive in the testing situation" 

(3^, p. 172). 

Another example of a specific anxiety test is the 

Achievement Anxiety Test (AAT) developed by Alpert and Haber. 

In a comparison study, Alpert and Hater (2) subjected 323 male 

subjects to the Taylor MAS, the Welsh AI, the Freeman AS, the 
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Mandler-Sarason TAS, and the Alpert-Haber AAT. Positive cor-

relations ranged from .30 to .64. The highest correlation 

involving the three general anxiety scales was .39 between the 

MAS and the AI, while the highest correlation between the two 

specific anxiety scales was .64. This is not surprising if 

these two scales actually are specific in nature. 

The Relationship Between Anxiety and Learning, 
Achievement, and Intelligence 

The review of the literature in the areas of learning, 

achievement, and intelligence revealed contradictory findings 

with respect to the relationship with anxiety. As a result 

of these contradictory findings, it appeared desirable to 

report these studies based upon the reported relationship with 

anxiety. This yielded four groups of studies reporting sim-

ilar findings. 

In the first of these groups, the collective results 

tended to support the drive theory of anxiety in that high 
% 

scores on the dependent variables (learning, achievement, and/ 

or intelligence) were found to be associated with high levels 

of anxiety. Taylor (51)» starting with Hull's theory of 

behavior (27), assumed various sources of drive which included 

anxiety as a secondary drive, residual effects of the.internal 

emotional response to the noxious stimulus, and the aggregate 

of primary and secondary needs. She hypothesized, that these 

sources combine in some way to produce a total effective drive 

state (D). Further, she stated, Hit is this drive value that 
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determines the strength of the classical defense conditioning 

situation" (51» p. 83)• She tested the hypothesis using 60 

subjects from students in introductory courses in psychology 

divided equally into high-anxiety and low-anxiety groups and 

presented them with a learning situation consisting of learning 

a single response (e.&., the eyeblink). She found that highly 

anxious subjects showed better learning than did less anxious 

subjects. She concluded from these results that anxiety is 

an acquired drive. 

Also following the drive hypothesis, Spence, Farber, 

and Taylor (̂ -8) subjected 60 female students in introductory 

psychology courses to conditions of no shock, shock, and the 

threat of shock, while undergoing a classical conditioning of 

the eyeblink. They concluded that the findings reflected two 

alternative hypotheses. First, the subjects at the high level 

of anxiety on the scale were chronically emotional and had a 

higher level of drive at all times than did subjects from the 

low end of the scale. Second, subjects at the higher end of 

the scale reacted more emotionally to noxious forms of stim-

ulation or threatening situations than did subjects from the 

low level of anxiety end of the scale and that this emotional 

response adapts more slowly. The difference between high- and 

low-anxiety subjects in classical conditioning situations would 

appear to be a function of the degree of noxiousness or threat 

in the experimental situation. The data of their study agreed 

with this second alternative. It appeared that when there was 
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no shock or threat of shock and only a relatively mild puff of 

air as the UCS, the difference "between high- and low-anxiety 

subjects was small and not significant. However, when the 

shock or the threat of shock was introduced, the difference 

between the high- and low-anxiety subjects was large and highly 

significant (better than .01 level of confidence). 

Hosenbaum (43) used 72 male psychiatric patients and 72 

college students divided into three groups by treatment 

received: (1) strong-shock, (2) weak-shock, and (3) buzzer. 

All subjects were trained to make a motor reaction to a visual 

stimulus and then were tested on different stimuli. The fre-

quency, amplitude, and latency of the responses of these gen-

eralized stimuli served as the measures of generalization. 

The results indicated that anxious subjects showed a higher 

gradient of stimulus generalization than non-anxious subjects 

only when the experimental conditions involved the adminis-

tration of a relatively strong electric shock. He concluded 

that experimentally induced anxiety shows the energizing 

function of a drive in elevating generalization gradients. 

Davids and Eriksen (11), using 40 male undergraduate 

volunteers to test the relation of manifest anxiety to asso-

ciation productivity and intellectual attainment, found a 

positive correlation between high anxiety scores on the Taylor 

MAS and high number of word associations (significant beyond 

the .01 level). "These findings," they concluded, "are in 

keeping with the expectation that high drive level, as measured 
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by the anxiety scale, increases the number of responses that 

are above threshold" (11, p. 220). However, no significant 

relationship was found, between the anxiety scale and the 

measures of intellectual ability which, they stated, "strongly 

suggests that scores on the scale are largely independent of 

intelligence" (11, p. 221). 

Contrary to the results of these studies, a second 

group of studies found low scores on the dependent variable 

associated with high levels of anxiety. In the first of these 

studies, Farber and Spence (1?) selected 28 anxious and 26 

non-anxious subjects from undergraduate psychology courses on 

the basis of Taylor's MAS and administered a stylus maze type 

learning situation to the subjects while blindfolded. In 

contrast to Taylor's results (51)» they found that in this 

more complex situation, high-anxiety subjects learned the maze 

more slowly than did the low-anxiety subjects. The reason for 

these different results, they concluded, was that the maze 

problem was more difficult for the high-anxiety subjects 

because the maze is a choice situation. When the subject 

comes to the choice point, he has a bias to turn in one of 

the two directions. If this leads to an error, anxiety will 

elicit the incorrect response before the correct response can 

occur. Although the non-anxious subjects were superior to 

the anxious subjects at every choice point but one, the extent 

of this superiority tended to vary with the difficulty of the 

choice point as determined by the performance of an unselected 

group. 
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Montague (37) carried, the above designs a step further 

by combining both an easy and a difficult task in the same 

experiment. Undergraduate subjects were divided into a group 

of 60 high-anxiety and a group of 60 low-anxiety subjects on 

the basis of a questionnaire. The subjects learned two lists 

of nonsense syllables, an easy one and a difficult one on a 

Hull-type memory drum. The results showed that while the 

high-anxiety subjects were superior in learning the easy list, 

as compared to the low-anxiety group. These results Montague 

interpreted as indicating an interaction among anxiety level, 

task difficulty, and efficiency in learning. 

Using different tests of anxiety, Sarason (46) also 

obtained contradictory results. He administered a Test Anxiety 

scale and a General Anxiety scale to 305 lale University under-

graduates. When he compared these anxiety scores with college 

grades, Sarason reported his findings as being unexpected. He 

found the General Anxiety to be positively related to grades; 

however, the Test Anxiety was found to be negatively related 

to grades. These results had been unexpected as the corre-

lation between the two anxiety scales was «55» which Sarason 

felt should have indicated similar results with respect to 

grades. He concluded that relationships between anxiety and 

achievement variables depend to an important extent upon the 

nature of the instrument employed to measure anxiety. 

The third group of studies found no significant relation-

ship between the dependent variable and the level of anxiety. 
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Robinson (^2) found no significant difference between college 

students achieving academic honors and other college students 

on any of the MMPI scales that are considered to be direct 

indicators of anxiety , Pt, D). Robinson did find some 

indication that male achieving students were more emotionally 

disturbed than other freshman male students (as indicated by 

the L, K, Hy, Mf, Pa, and Sc scales). Robinson concluded 

that both male and female freshman students achieving academic 

honors were more guarded and defensive (as indicated by the 

L, K, and Pa scales) than the general freshman population, 

and tended to use repressive defense mechanisms (as indicated 

by the Hy and Hs scales). 

Eyikser?. and Wechsler (16) compared the discrimination 

behavior of anxious subjects (17 male college students who 
% 

received strong random electric shocks) and non-anxious sub-

jects (15 male college students who received no shock). The 

discrimination accuracy for a series of eleven different-sized 

squares indicated no difference in discrimination accuracy 

between the two groups. However, the two groups did differ 

significantly in the way that they used the available response 

categories. The anxious group was found to be more biased In 

the use of the eleven response numbers and at the same time 

they were more predictable or stereotyped in the response they 

applied to specific stimuli. Eriksen and Wechsler concluded 

that their results suggested that the effects of anxiety upon 

discrimination are mainly due to the effects of anxiety upon 
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response thresholds rather than any impairment of the sensory 

process involved. 

Platz and Honigfeld (38) used the Taylor M S to divide 

30 college students into high- and low-anxiety groups. The 

authors mutilated six speech samples from psychotherapy inter-

views by deleting every fifth word and presented them to the 

subjects with instructions to fill in the blanks. A content 

measure was made of the patient's tension level during the 

speech samples using a modification of the Dollard-Mowrer 

Discomfort Relief Quotient and found the tension level to be 

significantly related to difficulty of the passage (at better 

than .001). The anxiety level of students was not found to 

be related to the accuracy with which the blanks were com-

pleted, although the high-anxiety subjects gave fewer dif-

ferent responses to each blank, and used the most common 

response more frequently than did the low-anxiety subjects 

(difference better than .05)• The results were then discussed 
% 

as representative of both an interference theory of anxiety 

and the Hull-Spence hypothesis of an energizing effect of 

drive. 

The above three groups of studies Involved either corre-

lational designs or designs in which subjects were grouped 

into only two levels either on anxiety scores or on the other 

variable. Although the Rosenbaum study (43) used three exper-

imental treatments, the results obtained would not place it in 

the following category of studies. In contrast to the above 
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three groups, the fourth group of studies Includes experi-

mental designs in which there were three levels. In each of 

these studies, the relationship between anxiety and the de-

pendent variable was found to be curvilinear. 

Tecce and Testa (55) used 2k female college freshmen as 

subjects to do three card-sorting tasks under shock and no-

shock conditions. The three tasks were sorting the cards into 

2, 4, or 8 categories.' The results showed that heightened 

drive (shock) led to slight performance facilitation for the 

low (2-category) task, impairment for the high (8-category) 

task, while the medium (4-category) task was facilitated. 

Mednlck (35)» using groups of high, medium, and low 

levels of anxiety as measured by the Heineman forced-choice 

form of the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, tested the subjects 

for stimulus generalization. An unexpected finding resulted, 

Mednlck reported. The medium-anxiety subjects showed more , 

stimulus generalization than did either the high-anxiety or 

the low-anxiety subjects. These results led Mednlck to re-

examine his data after which he concluded that they tended to 

support an Interpretation that a high MAS score Indicates a 

low threshold for anxiety elicltation by a specific stress 

stimulus as opposed to a chronic state. Further, he felt that 

the results tended to suggest that the low threshold can adapt 

out with repeated experience in the same situation. 

Boroczl (?), also using the Taylor M S to divide 30 

female subjects into three levels of anxiety, as well as two 
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levels of ego Involvement, and two levels of stimulus in the 

form of neutral and loaded stimulus texts. He concluded from 

his results that (1) the stimulus can be a source of increased 

anxiety provided it has cue relevance for the individual, (2) 

anxiety is a multidimensional concept in terms of the different 

conditions or situations that trigger it in different groups 

of individuals, and (3) in investigating the problem that dif-

ferent sources of drives are additive, it has to be taken into 

consideration that not all drive sources may have the same 

effect upon all individuals. The cue relevance is presumably 

a function of the individual's past experiences with the spe-

cific stimulus. 

Fein (18) found a statistically significant curvilinear 

relationship between Cattell's Anxiety Scale scores and mid-

term grades in theory of nursing for nursing students having 

a mean age of 18 years and a small-town, middle-class, high-

average-aptitude background. These findings he felt supported 
* 

Cattell's inference that low-anxiety scores may reflect bland-

ness and low motivation requiring recurring stress and crises 

to function optimally. Further, these results suggest that , 

very high and very low Cattell anxiety scores may be expected 

to operate against success at nursing school while moderate 

anxiety scores predict success at nursing school. 

Fein concluded that if this relationship is true, admin-

istrators face the challenge of providing different curricular 

structures for the high- and low-anxiety students to enable 
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each to function at her best potential. High-anxiety students 

would appear to need minimal stress and crises, while low-

anxiety students would need more stress and emergency curri-

cular structuring to serve as external motivations to activate 

them to their best potential. 

Tecce (5^) subjected high-, medium-, and low-anxiety 

groups on the Taylor MAS to Duncker's candle-box problem in 

either the boxes-full (high-response competition) or the boxes-

empty (low-response competition) conditions. Tecce found that 

the high-response competition task impaired problem-solving 

performance in the high-anxiety group (at better than the .001 

level of significance) and in the low-anxiety group (at better 

than the .01 level of significance) as compared to the low-

response competition task. This did not occur for the medium-
•v 

anxiety group. Tecce concluded that these results support, 

in pai't, the Hull-Spence behavior theory, but the inverted U 

hypothesis of Yerkes and Dodson (57) provides the more encom-

passing theoretical interpretation. According to this view, 

problem-solving inferiority of the low-anxiety and high-

anxiety groups was caused by under- and over-arousal, 

respectively, that resulted from anxiety level and high task 

difficulty in the high-response competition condition. The 

medium-anxiety group, on the other hand, was optimally aroused 

in the high-response competition condition. 

Tecce also stated that either the Taylor M S is an im-

precise measure of drive or that problem solving, specifically 
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the candle-box problem, does not fall within the boundary 

conditions of the Hull-Spence theory. Further, of the three 

anxiety groups, only the medium-anxiety subjects did not show 

an impairing effect of high-response competition relative to 

low-response competition. This finding, Tecce felt, suggests 

that a moderate level of drive is optimal for difficult pro-

blem solving and is in agreement with previous work (55) sup-

porting the inverted U hypothesis of Yerkes and Dodson that 

postulates a non-monotonic relationship between arousal (or 

drive) and task difficulty. 

In summary, it was possible to group these studies 

(involving learning, achievement, and intelligence) into four 

groups. In the first group, anxiety scores were found to be 

positively and linearly related to the dependent variable, 

which supported the drive theory of anxiety. This finding is 

represented by the studies of Taylor (51)> Davids and Eriksen 

(11), Spence, Farber, and Taylor (48), and Rosenbaum (43), and 

the results; between college grades and a General Anxiety scale 

by Sarason (46). In the second group, in contrast to the re-

sults of the first, anxiety scores were found to be linearly, 

but negatively, related to the dependent variable. This is 

represented primarily by the study of Farber and Spence (17). 

In addition, Sarason (46) found similar results using a Test 

Anxiety scale in relationship with college grades. In a com-

plex design, Montague (37) found results represented by both, 

of these preceding groups depending upon the complexity of the 
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task and. indicating an interaction among the variables. In 

the third group, represented by the studies of Robinson (42), 

Eriksen and Wechsler (16), Platz and Honigfeld (38)» and 

Davids and Eriksen*s findings with respect to the intellectual 

factor of their study (11), no significant relationship was 

found between anxiety scores and the dependent variable. 

Finally, in the fourth group, the anxiety scores were found 

to be curvilinearly related to the dependent variable. This 

finding is represented by the studies of Tecce and Testa (55) > 

Mednick (35)» Boroczi (7), Fein (18), and Tecce (5^)» 

Definitions of Creativity 

The attempt to define "creativity" by some intelligible 

arrangement of words in some communicable sense has stirred 

the imagination and effort of poets, writers, and scientists 

alike. A large number of these may be found quoted in Gerard 

(23), Ghiselin (24), Taylor and Barron (50), and others. It 

is not the purpose here to catelog the many possibilities, 

but to attempt to find those definitions which were considered 

most acceptable for use in the present study. The following 

quotations suggest the origin and flavor of the composite 

definition assumed for use in this study. 

Ghiselin defined creativity as."the process of change, 

of development, of evolution, in the organization of subjective 

life" (24, p. 2). Gerard preferred to use the term "creative 

imagination," which he defined as "an action of the mind that 

produces a new idea or insight" (23, p. 237). Gerard later 
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quoted Wertheimer as stating that "creative thinking is the 

process of destroying one gestalt in favor of a better one" 

(23, p. 241). From these and similar suggestions, it was 

concluded that the first element of the composite definition 

of creativity should be that creative production involves 

change, development, and/or evolution which culminates in a 

new organization or Gestalt. 

Ghiselin quoted Henri Poincare as commenting that 

"disorder . . . permits unexpected combinations" (24., p. 42). 

Poincare is quoted elsewhere by Bruner as stating that "rear-

rangement reveals an unsuspected kinship between facts long 

known but wrongly believed to be strangers to one another" (8, 

p.. 5) •; Langer commented that most discoveries are "suddenly-

seen things that were always there" (30, p. 8). In the writing 

of poetry, Frost suggested, "The coupling that moves you, that 

stirs you, is the association of two things that you did not 

expect to see associated" (22, p. 55)• In the act of creation, 

said Fliegler, man "manipulates external symbols or objects to 

produce an unusual event uncommon to himself and/or his envi-

ronment" (21, p. 115) • Kneller summarized the research in 

creativity in this way: 

The highest kind of creativity is surely that . . . 
which shatters the mold of custom and extends the 
possibilities of thought and perception. Indeed, this 
is one reason why it is hard to admire works of art 
that imitate outdated styles. . . . Creative nobility 
springs largely from the rearrangement of existing 
knowledge — a rearrangement that is itself an addition 
to knowledge (29, p. 4). 
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Prom these suggestions, it xfas concluded, that the second 

element in the composite definition of creativity should be 

that creative production involves the unexpected rearrange-

ment of existing materials or ideas. 

It would be possible to limit the definition to the 

above two elements, or it would be equally possible to add 

many additional elements. However, for the purposes of the 

present study, only one additional element is necessary. 

Kneller, in his summary, phrased it in this manner; 

Novelty alone, however, does npt make an act or an 
idea creative, releva-nce is also a factor. Since the 
creative act is a response to a particular situation, 
it must solve, or in some way clarify, the situation 
that has caused it to arise (29s p. 6). 

The most complete definition and the one tentatively accepted 

for use in,the present study is that offered by Mednick and 

Mednick: 

Creative thinking consists of forming new combinations 
of associative elements, which combinations either 
meet specific requirements, or are in some way useful. 
The more mutually remote the elements of the new com-
bination, the more creative is the process or solution 
(36, p. 55). 

Originality is probably the cheapest response of which 
human beings are capable. It is much more difficult 
to be conventional than to be original . . . however, 
it is not creative unless it serves some purpose or 
satisfies some criteria (36, p. 67). 

Thus, it was concluded that the third element in the composite 

definition of creativity should be that creative production 

must either be clearly practical or useful or meet some stated 

criterion. 
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Rhodes (41), searching for an adequate definition, felt 

that definitions of creativity tend to fall into four classi-

fications: (1) Persons, which pertains primarily to the person 

as a human being; (2) Process, which pertains to the mental 

processes which are involved in creating ideas; (3) Press, 

which pertains to the influence of the "ecological press" on 

the person and upon his mental processes; and (4) Products, 

which pertains to ideas. According to Rhodes, definitions 

about "Persons" concerns such information as personality, 

intellect, temperament, physique, traits, habits, attitudes, 

self-concept, value systems, defense mechanisms, and behavior. 

Definitions about "Process" apply to motivation, perception,, 

learning, thinking, and communication. Definitions about 

"Press" refer to the relationship between humans and their 

environment. Definitions about "id$as" refer to thoughts 

which have been communicated to other people in the form of 

either language or crafts (clay, metal, paint, stone, etc.). 

An original, idea implies a degree of newness in the concept, 

and J'when an idea becomes embodied into tangible form it is 

called a product" (41, p. 309). 

The Relationship Between Anxiety 
and Creativity Measures 

The literature involving tjhe relationship between anxiety 

and creativity is rather limited. Therefore, before reporting 

the research in this area, two somewhat related studies should 

be considered. Although they do not belong to either of the 
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two categories of studies, they do provide a bridging effect 

between the two major areas of interest. 

Singer and Howe (47), linking the implications of the 

drive reduction theory of fantasy or daydreaming with experi-

mentally induced anxiety, used 86 subjects from three graduate 

educational courses who received a questionnaire on frequency 

of daydreaming, Cattell's Anxiety Scale, and the Alpert-Haber 

Achievement Anxiety Test. Several weeks later, surprise mid-

term examinations were administered. Following the test, half 

of the subjects were asked to sit quietly for 10 minutes in 

meditation or daydreaming, while the remaining students were 

asked to fill out an absorbing attitude questionnaire. The 

two anxiety scales were administered a second time. The re-

sults indicated a.significant positive correlation (.50 c.Ol) 

between frequency of daydreaming and total anxiety on the 

Cattell sca,le. In addition, subjects in the daydreaming con-

dition showed significantly greater,increase in achievement 

anxiety thsqi did subjects in the control group (.25 <.05). 

Saltz (45) used 57 introductory psychology students as 

subjects who were given the 100-item Kent-Rosenoff free-

association list two times one week apart, once under stress 

and once under a non-stress condition. The effect of, stress 

was to reduce the number of common associations elicited during 

the free association. The reduction in common associations 

as a function of stress was significant beyond the .001 level. 

Saltz discussed these results in terms of a two-factor theory 
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containing both the drive hypothesis and the stimulus charac-

teristics of stress. As a stimulus, in this combined theory, 

stress produces characteristic stress responses which may 

compete with the common free associations. As a drive, stress 

multiplies the strength of both the common free associations 

and their competing stress responses. Consequently, the drive 

characteristic of stress should strengthen the strong common 

free associations disproportionately more than the weak common 

associations. Thus, the strong common associations should 

suffer less of a decrement than the weak common associations. 

When the results indicated that just the opposite occurred, 

Saltz felt that the results of the interaction between stress 

and association strength of the common responses suggested . 

that dedifferentiation is a curvilinear function of boundary 

strength. 

Turning now to the studies involving creativity measures, 

contradictory findings reported in the literature were sur-

prisingly similar to the reports of research in learning, 

achievement, and intelligence discussed above. As with the 

research in the first category, it was possible to divide 

these studies into four groups. Following the format used 

above, the first group includes stip.dies in which it was found 

that high degrees of creativity were associated with high 

levels of anxiety. By analogy, this relationship might lend 

some support to the drive theory of anxiety in creative pro-

duction as it was assumed in to operate in learning. 
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Davidson (12) used the Cattell Anxiety Scale to test a 

group of 30 creative, professional musicians, a group of 30 

semi-professional musicians, and a random population of 30 

subjects. Davidson found significant differences between the 

professionals and the semi-professionals and between the pro-

fessionals and the random population. In degree of anxiety, 

she found the professionals to be highest in anxiety, the 

semi-professionals next highest, and the random population 

lowest in anxiety. 

Kerr and McGehee (28) used key management or sales can-

didates as their subjects who were tested at employer expense 

by private consultants. The ages ranged from 18 to 58 years, 

with a mean of 34 years. As their creative measure, Kerr and 

McGehee used the Kosinar Science Research Temperament Scale 

(SHT), a measure of creative temperament which is composed of 

forced-choice, popularity-matched pairs of adjectives. The 

results showed that the most temperamentally creative subjects 

tended to be higher in general intelligence (measured by the 

Otis) with 9, correlation of .58 (at better than .02), higher 

in Gestalt closure ability and memory ability, but lower in 

ability to work with meaningless imitative abstractions. The 

results also showed that under stress, the temperamentally , 

creative subjects tended to show superior problem solving 

ability and mental output, but inferior space perception and 

ability to work with meaningless abstractions. 
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Wore11 and Worell (56) used as their measure of conflict 

the ratio between the score on a preference scale (number of 

behaviors endorsed) and the number of changes in endorsement 

on a behavior scale. Originality was measured by a word-

association test consisting of 50 words taken from the 100-

word list used by Russell and Jenkins (44). The results 

showed that high-conflict subjects gave more original word 

associations in such situations than did low-conflict subjects. 

Worell and Worell defined the conflicted individual in terms 

of the arousal of competing tendencies in particular situ-

ations. In addition, they found that the high-conflict group 

gave fewer high-frequency associations. Their results sug-

gested, they said, that "one important antecedent to producing 

original, variable, or potentially creative responses is per-

sonality conflict" (56, p. 62). They commented further that 

"although nonconformity of response is not a necessary defi-

nition of creativity, it is frequently employed as such and 

appears in a number of tests or batteries to assess creative 

ability" (56, p. 62). 

Drevd^hl and Cattell (14) selected their creative artists 

and writers on the basis of being well known in their fields, 

being listed in Who's Who in American Art, having received . 

wide professional recognition for their work, or having 

published extensively in the past decade and sold well. The 

subjects were selected by committees of university art fac-

ulties, editors, and librarians. The personality test used 
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was Cattail*s Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire, The 

results showed that the experimental population (creative 

artists and writers) differed significantly from the general 

population on eleven of the sixteen personality factors and 

that several of the sub-groups differed significantly from 

the general population on four factors. The experimental 

group differed from the normal population in being more in-

telligent, emotionally mature (ego strength), dominant, 

adventurous, emotionally sensitive, bohemlan (autia), radical, 

self-sufficient, and of a high ergic tension level. The ex-

perimental group was less cyclothymic, surgent, and subject 

to group standards and control (factor G). There was no sig-

nificant difference on guilt proneness (factor 0), which 

fails to lend support to psychoanalytic theory. 

Aside from these general results, the artists were sig-

nificantly higher on sophistication (factor N) than the 

general population, while the non-science fiction writers 

were significantly lower than the general population on sus-

piciousness j(factor L). Artists appear to be somewhat more 

bohemlan and less cyclothymic and intelligent than writers. 

Drevdafcl and Cattell noted that not all the qualities found 

in their experimental population might be considered by some 

to be "desirable." Conformity,; concern for propriety, ad-

herence to social standards and dictates are somewhat lacking 

in artists. 
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A second group of studies, in contrast with the first, 

found that high creativity was associated with lower levels 

of anxiety. Held, King, and Wickwire (40) used 48 seventh 

graders selected on the basis of nominations of three class-

mates who rated them as having a good imagination. This pro-

cedure yielded two groups, 24 creative and 24 non-creative 

(who received no nominations). Anxiety was measured by the 

McCandless Anxiety Scale. The results showed that the chil-

dren rated "creative" appeared to be less anxious than the 

non-creative children. The three authors concluded that the 

results supported the hypothesis thfit although many people 
% 

possess some creativity, those who are mentally healthy are 

more likely to be able to give it visible expression. 

Zdep (58), using 114 University of Hawaii undergraduate 

volunteers, administered to them the Otis MAT, Word Uses, 

Word Association Test (Getzels and Jackson, 1962), and the 

Tayloy MAS. The results indicated $. relationship of .35 (at 

better than .001) between IQ and creativity, a relationship 

of -.21 (at better than .05) between IQ and an:-ie". r, and a 

relationship of -.16 (at better than .10) between creativity 

and anxiety. These results, Zdep felt, indicated that highly 

creative subjects are indeed less anxious than those of low 

creativity. "Thus," Zdep concluded, "one might assume that . 

creative non-conformists experience less anxiety than indi-

viduals of lower creativity who have a tendency to conform 

rather than deviate" (58, p. 420). 
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Fleischer (20) used male students in introductory psy-

chology classes divided into high- and low-anxiety groups 

based upon the Handler-Sarason Test Anxiety Scale and matched 

on intelligence. The subjects were given three tests of 

creativity (Remote Associates Test, Alternate Uses Test, and 

Consequences Test) and an non-creative test (Concept Mastery 

Test)• The results showed that the Alternate Uses Test did 

not discriminate between the two anxiety groups when it was 

scored in the usual manner; however, it did discriminate when 

it was scored for infrequency, with the low-anxiety subjects 

producing more Infrequent responses than did the high-anxiety 

subjects. The Remote Associates Test (RAT) did not discrim-

inate between the two groups. It was suggested that the RAT 

failed̂  to discriminate because it is essentially a convergent 

rather, than; a divergent test and because there was more-than-

ample time for the high-anxiety subjects to extinguish the 

inhibiting conventional responses and to learn the correct 

responses. ; The Consequences Test a^so discriminated signif-

icantly between the two groups. 

Rees ajid Goldman (39) established their criterion of 

creativity on the basis of a self-report questionnaire com-

posed of questions regarding creative writings, art, musical 

composition, and scientific and mechanical designs and con-

struction. A 12-point system was used to separate the subjects 

into high-, medium-, and low-creativity groups. Against these 

three ranges of creativity, the authors compared the Guilford-
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Zimmerman Temperament Survey and the MMPI for a comparison 

of personality differences in the three groups. The results 

indicated that the most creative persons were characterized 

by more impulsiveness, and lack of restraint, and tended to 

be more aggressive, domineering, and ascendant. The creative 

members of the science group, as compared to those in the arts 

group, tended to be more emotionally stable and more friendly, 

while those in the arts tended to be characterized by greater 

introversion, depression, and bisexuality. The arts group 

people also were less friendly, and less able to conform and 

adjust to the standards of the; culture. Rees and Goldman cpn-

cluded that "creativity is more apt to occur in individuals 

who are Impulsive, aggressive, dominating, and characterized 

by a lack of deliberation, self-control, and restraint" (39 j 
% 

p. 156). However, they also felt tihat their results did not 

lend ̂ ny support to the proposed psychoanalytical theory as 

the results showed little relationship between maladjustment 

and creativity. 

Stein ̂and Meer (4*9) used the Rorschach in conjunction 

with 3 Harvard tachistoscope to project the cards at .01, .10, 

and 3«0 seconds, and for an unlimited exposure. The authors 

hypothesized that more creative subjects would develop better 

hypotheses ,and better Gestalten than less creative subjects, 

on the, basis that these are a function of the perceive?, his 

needs, defense mechanisms and integration, and the character-

istics of stimulus-field. They concluded from their study 
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individuals may have been a function of defensiveness or a 

result of over-criticalness. The results indicated that 

creatives were less neurotic (.i.e., less given to defense 

responses in stress situations) than were non-creatives. 

Guilford et al (25) divided 212 Coast Guard Academy 

cadets into high and low creatives using Guilford's battery 

of tests. From the test results, they concluded that the 

high creatives were significantly more impulsive, self-

confident, reflective, esthetic, tolerant of ambiguity, and 

less neurotic than were the low creatives. 

Barron (3) used painters and science doctoral candidates 

as subjects, which he tested with instruments from Guilford*s 

battery, projective tests, and.ratings. In attempting to 

validate a hypothesis that a synthesizing disposition could 

be found among creative persons, he concluded from his results 

that such a synthesizing disposition was present; however, it 

could not function without severe impairment when psycho-

neurotic tendencies were strong. Barron also concluded that 

while some creative individuals often appear deranged, they 

are in fact too healthy for cultural norms. 

Henry (26) administered the Cree Questionnaire and the 

California yest of Personality to 10^ industrial arts 

students at North Texas State University (hereafter designated 

NTSU)• Henry found positive correlations between creativity 

and self-reliance, sense of personal worth, and freedom from 
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nervous symptoms as measured by the California test (at the 

.01 level of significance). Henry concluded that creative 

individuals tended to be emotionally stable, tended to be 

able to work independently of others, and tended to be free 

from emotional conflicts. However, in a separate comparison 

of the upper and lower 25 per cent of the subjects, he found 

no significant differentiation on these variables. 

A third group of studies found no significant relation-

ship between creativity measures and level of anxiety. For 

example, Billings (6), using a classroom of 20 sixth-grade 

elementary subjects, separated them into more-creative and 

less-creative groups on the basis of ratings by peers, by 

teachers, and by themselves. She administered Sarason's Test 

Anxiety Scale for Children and his General Anxiety Scale for 
* 

Children, apong other measures# The results indicated little, 

if any, relationship between creativity and degree of anxiety 

manifested. 

Cattell and Drevdahl (10) .used as subjects a total of 

250 biologists, physicists, and psychologists who were either 

researchers, teachers, or administrators. Those in research 

were selected from rosters of their professional society mem-

bers and were considered creative by definition. Prom Cattell*s 

Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (16PF), a profile 

was made for each subject and the researchers were compared 

with the other two categories. The results indicated that 

outstanding professional academic researchers have higher 
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Intelligence than teachers, are more dominant than either 

teachers or administrators, and are more paranoid than admin-

istrators. Further, they are more withdrawn schizothyme and 

self-sufficient than teachers or administrators and are more 

emotionally unstable and unconcerned than administrators. 

Drevdahl (13) compared an arts group and a science group, 

obtained from 6k University of Nebraska graduate and advanced 

undergraduate students, with respect to creativity. Using 

the Cattell 16PF questionnaire, among other instruments, he 

attempted t;o differentiate the personality traits between the 

oreative and the non-creative persons. Drevdahl*s criterion 

of creativity was a group of tests selected from Guilford's, 

battery. He concluded from the general results that creative 

persons tended to be more withdrawn and quiescent, more con-
* 

cernecl with things than with people, more self-sufficient, 

and more radical in their social view. In addition, he found 

that the science group tended to be more stable and controlled, 

more concerned with practical considerations, less susceptible 

to nervous.;tensions, and less bohemian than the arts group. 

However, the results did not demonstrate any significant dif-

ferences between the creative and non-creative groups on sus-

ceptibility to nervous tensions. 

Allred (1) also used Cattell*s 16PF questionnaire in a 

simple analysis of variance design. The subjects" were three 

groups of NTSU students which consisted of two groups of art 

majors rated by their instructors as being either extremely 
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high or extremely low in creativity and a third group of non-

art majors tested in introductory psychology classes. The 

results indicated no significant differences between the two 

art major groups on any of the sixteen factors. However, the 

art majors as a collective group were found to be signif-

icantly less cyclothymic (warm and sociable) than the non-

art major group. 

Luker (32), using 240 NTSU freshmen Business Psychology 

students, divided them into high-creative and low-creative 

groups on the basis of selected scales from Guilford's battery. 

Luker then administered the MMPI and the Otis Quick Scoring 

Test of Mental Ability. He found conflicting results depending 

upon the criterion of creativity used. With problem solving 

as the criterion, high creatives were found to be signif-

icantly lower on neurosis than low creatives. However, he 

found no significant difference on neurosis between the two 

creative groups when the criterion was either problem per-

ception or synthesis. When using problem perception as the 

criterion, he found high creatives to be significantly higher 

on psychosis than low creatives. However, he found no signif-

icant difference between the two creative groups on psychosis 

when either problem solving or synthesis was the criterion. 

The above studies involving creativity were primarily 

two-group designs. The fourth "group" consists of a single 

study in which three levels of creative production were com-

pared with anxiety. MacKinnon (33) obtained three groups of 
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architects from professional nominations and. the Directory 

of Architects, which yielded high-, middle-, ana low-creative 

groups. MacKinnon found that the middle-creative group were 

higher than either the high- or low-creative groups on the 

Taylor MAS, on the means of the eight clinical scales of the 

MMPI, on the Welsh Anxiety Index, and on Block*s Bimodal Ego 

Control scale and a scale designed to measure psychoneurotic 

tendencies. However, the means of the high-creative group on 

the measures of tension, conflict, and anxiety were near the 

means of the middle-creative group., MacKinnon concluded that 

the high creatives had greater integrative power than the 

middle group despite the nearness of their means. The middle 

group showed an overlapping of traits with both the other 

groups and consequently appeared to, experience more conflict? 

than did either of the other groups. ; 

In suapnary, two intermediate studies were reported. One 

by Singer g.nd Rowe (47) provided support for the drive theory 

of anxiety, while a second study by Saltz (45) provided some 

evidence against the drive thepry. In addition, it was also 

possible to group the studies involving creativity into four 

categories, as was done with the learning, achievement, and, 

intelligence studies. In the first of these groups, anxiety 

scores were found to be positively and linearly related to 

creativity scores. This finding is represented by the studies 

made by Davidson (12), Kerr and McGehee (28), Worell and 

Worell (5&), and Drevdahl and Gattell (14). In the second 
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group, contrary to the first, anxiety scores were found to 

be linearly, but negatively, related.; to creativity scores. 

This finding is represented by the studies of Reid, King, and 

Wickwire (*K>), Zdep (58) > Fleischer (20), Rees and Goldman 

(39)» Stein and Meer (^9), Guilford et al (25), Barron (3), 

and Henry (26). In the third group, represented by the 

studies of Billings (6), Cattell and Drevdahl (10), Drevdahl 

(13), Allred (1), and Luker (32), no significant differences 

between high-creative and low-creative groups were found. 

Finally, ii>i the fourth group, MacKinnon (33) found anxiety 

scores to be curvilinearly related to creativity scores. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Experimental Design and. Subjects 

The basic experimental schema of the present study was 

a 2x3x6 random replication analysis of variance design tech-

nically called an AxLxR design, using the terminology of 

Lindquist (4), In this AxLxR treatment, the A factor repre-

sented the two situational stress conditions, the L factor 

represented the three levels of individual anxiety (Cattell 

Anxiety Scale scores), and the B factor represented the six 

replication experiments. The A factor situational conditions 

were stress and non-stress, hereafter designated as Experi-

mental group and Control group, respectively. In the interest 

of clarity, a pictorial representation of this design is 

presented in Figure 1. The design model shown in Figure 1 

illustrates the three dimensions of the design and the number 

of subjects used in each cell. The assignment of the subjects 

to the various treatment levels is discussed under Procedures. 

The criterion scores used in these analyses were the total 

scores obtained from the creative production test (Practical 

Uses for Things). 

Six freshman psychology classes were selected on the 

basis of meeting at the same class period or at two successive 

56 
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Individual 
Anxiety 
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Low 

Replications 

Stress Non-stress 

Situational Stress 
Conditions 

Fig. 1—Experimental Design Model 

class periods. This precaution was considered necessary due 

to the secrecy required by the nature of the experimental 

treatment. It had been proposed.to use six Psychology 163 

classes as subjects; however, it was not possible to find six 

sections of Psychology I63 which met the secrecy requirement. 

Therefore, of the six freshman classes selected, three were 

Psychology I63, two were Education 162, and one was Psychology 

165. Two sections of Psychology 163 were taught by the same 

instructor, resulting in a total of five instructors agreeing 

to participate in the experiment. 
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The total number of potential subjects available in all 

six classes was 237# However, only 213 subjects met all the 

requirements of the study. Subjects were eliminated, for 

missing either of the two testing sessions, for incorrectly 

completing answer sheets, and/or for submitting incomplete 

answer sheets. In the first testing session, actual presence 

during the class testing period was not considered to be 

absolutely necessary. Some potential subjects who had missed 

the class testing session were permitted to complete the pre-

treatment measures outside of class and return them the next 

class period. This was felt to be permissible as each of the 

three pre-treatment measures were untimed, self-administered, 

and self-evaluating types of measures. It was necessary to 

secure as many first session data records as possible, because 

it was recognized that some potential subjects would probably 

miss the, second testing session, for which make-up testing 

was not permissible. 

Of the 213 acceptable subjects, 112 were in the six 

Experimental groups and 101 were in the six Control groups. 

There was a total of 86 male subjects, of which 49 were in 

the Experimental groups and 3? were in the Control groups. 

There was a total of 12? female subjects, of which 63 were in 

the Experimental groups and 64 were in the Control groups. 

Table 1 on the following page presents the breakdown of sub-

jects by sex for each of the six replication classes. 
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TABLE I 

BREAKDOWN OP SUBJECTS BY SEX 

Replication 
Number 
of 

Males 

Number 
of 

Females 

Total Number 
of Subjects 

for Each Replication 

1 10 31 41 

2 10 24 34 

3 21 1? 38 

4 17 13 30 

5 12 22 3 4 

6 16 20 36 

Total 86 12? 213 

Description of Instruments 

Five instruments were used to obtain data for the present 

study. Three of these instruments, termed the "pre-treatment" 

measures, were the Cattell Anxiety Scale, the Synonym Scale, 

and the Cree Questionnaire. A fourth instrument,designated 

the Practical Uses for Things test, was used during the experi-

mental treatment sessions. The fifth source of data was the 

ACT scores obtained from the NTSU Registrar's Office. A 
% 

brief description of the four instruments administered during 

the present study follows. 
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The Cattell Anxiety Scale 

The Cattell Anxiety Scale consists of forty items pre-

sented. in a test booklet labeled The Self Analysis Porm (for 

it is considered undesirable for subjects to realize that it 

intends to measure anxiety). The main three scores are overt 

anxiety (symptomatic anxiety), covert (not consciously dis-

played) , and total anxiety. The total anxiety scores were 

used in the present study. The manual specifically distin-

guished between anxiety and neuroticism, and described the 

anxiety factor as being "a feature of neurosis (especially 

anxiety neurosis), but it is far from being the only feature 

of neurosis" (1, p. 15)• 

The manual reported split-half reliability of .8^ on 

2k0 normal adults and .91 02a 120 subjects in a mixed popu-

lation of normals and hospitalized neurotics. Construct 

validity was estimated at +.85 to *.90 for the total scale. 

Females were reported to consistently average slightly higher 

in free anxiety level as compared to males. However, Cattell 

suggested that in correlational studies and in some types of 

research, no conversions are necessary. The norm tables for 

the separate sexes were suggested for use in counseling, where 

one might wish to know how a person stood in relation , to a 

defined population. The manual also recommended corrections 

for ages over sixty years. This was not necessary, as no 

subject reached this age range. Thus, no corrections were 

made to the raw scores. 
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This instrument was chosen for two main reasons. First, 

it was developed as the result of extensive research using 

Cattell's factor analysis technique. The forty items included 

in the final scale were selected from over four thousand 

original items. This procedure is in contrast to the scale 

developed by Taylor (7), which involved selecting items from 

the existing MMPI test. Second, the Cattell Anxiety Scale 

was developed for the stated purpose of diagnosis of anxiety, 

again in contrast to the Taylor scale,which was developed for 

research purposes. 

The Cree Questionnaire 

The Cree Questionnaire is a semi-disguised test of 

creativity and inventiveness developed by Thurstone, Thurston©, 

and Millinger (8). The questionnaire is used-to identify 

potentially creative individuals and has been used primarily 

in industrial settings with engineers and engineering super-

visors, executives, research personnel, salesmen, craftsmen, 

and others engaged in work which requires originality and 

uniqueness in ideas or products. The questionnaire is an 

untimed paper-and-pencil test which contains 1^5 questions 

to which the subject responds by circling a "I" if his answer 

is "yes," "N" if his answer is "no," and a "?" if he-is not 

certain. Scores are determined by the number of items which 

are answered the same as those of individuals known to be 

oreative. 
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Cpq® Questionnaire was developed from 377 verbal 

items which were administered to one group of engineers who 

had "been rated as creative by chief engineers and to another 

group, similar in age, experience, and opportunity, who had 

been rated as non-creative. Selection of the creative and 

non-creative groups was made on the basis of patents, 

inventions, and ingenious ideas. In the final sample, 142 

were creative inventors and 1^1 were not. Of the 377 items, 

14-5 were found to be significantly related to creativity at 

the .20 level of confidence or better (8, pp. 5-7)• 

It should be noted that the examiner's manual reported 

no reliability studies, no cross-correlational studies, and 

no studies comparing scores on the questionnaire with other 

quantitative measures of creativity. However, Tarte (6) found 

a correlation of .323 between the Cree Questionnaire and the 

AG Test of Creative Ability (significant at the .01 level of 

confidence). He also found relatively little difference 

between male and female subjects on the Cree Questionnaire» 

which had been standardized on an all-male population, as 

stated in the manual. 

The Cree was selected to add to the descriptive infor-

mation concerning the subjects regarding their creative 

potential. It is one of the relatively few tests attempting 

to measure "potential" rather than "performance." 
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The Synonym Scale 

The Synonym Scale is a newly constructed, test which 

was considered to be related to creativity. It consists of 

forty sets of five words each. The subject is requested to 

determine the context in which each set of words would be 

used and then to indicate which word in each set he would 

personally use in that context. A full description of the 

developmental procedure is presented in the Appendix from 

which the following is a summary. 

Based upon the empirical frequency with which each 

word was chosen by the base group (1^3 NTSU students in 

Education and Psychology courses during the summer 1966), 

five words per set were selected representing four degrees 

of frequency of choices given by the base group. The final 

scale of forty sets of words was keyed' to give a score of "0" 

for the most highly chosen words by the base group, a score 

of "1" for the second most highly chosen words, a score of 

"2" for the third most highly chosen words, and a score of 

"3" for the least chosen words. The highest possible score 

is 120, with a low total score indicating a trend toward 

choosing words that were highly chosen by the base group 

(designated a "low divergent" score) and a high total score 

indicating a trend toward choosing words that were rarely 

chosen by the base group (designated a "high divergent" 

score). 
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The rationale of the scale .was "based, upon the contention 

of Guilford (3) that high-creative persons tend, to do more 

"divergent thinking" than do low-creative persons. The hypo-

thesis involved was that high-creative persons will receive 

a high-divergent score, while low-creative persons will 

receive a low-divergent score indicating greater conformity 

in choosing words. 

A separate reliability study was conducted,using eighty-

one subjects from NTSU freshman psychology classes not used 

in any of the experimental groups of the present study. The 

test-retest reliability over a period of approximately three 

weeks (from Mid-December 1966 to early January 1967) was 

found to be a non-slgnificant .08. 

The Practical Uses for Things Test 

The Practical Uses for Things test is an adaptation of 

a test used by Getzels and Jackson (2), which they called 

Uses for Things. Their test in turn was based upon the des-

cription of similar tests by J. P. Guilford, which he called 

Unusual Uses, according to Getzels and Jackson (2, p. 18). 

The subject is asked to give as many practical uses as he can 

for common objects which are usually considered to have a 

rather stereotyped function. The five stimulus words were 

"bricks," "pencils," "paper clips," "toothpicks," and "sheet 

of paper." Subjects were given an announced fifteen minutes 

to complete the test. 
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This test was chosen as the dependent variable in the 

major analyses because it required the subject to think and 

produce, rather than merely to select an answer from a 

multiple-choice list as in the case of the Cree Questionnaire 

and the Synonym Scale. It was assumed to assess "ideational 

fluency" and "semantic spontaneous flexibility," two factors 

commonly considered to be a part of "creative production." 

It had the advantage of being easily scored and it was a 

relatively short test, which was considered necessary for 

the experimental treatment. This was assumed to be neces-

sary because it is difficult to maintain a state of anxiety 

or stress over a long period of time without continued re-

administration of the stress producing stimulus. 

Responses were scored both for total number of.practical 

suggestions and for the number of different categories of 

suggestions. The total score for creative production was 

the number of suggestions added to the number of categories. 

This additional requirement that all responses be "practical" 

followed the suggestion by Mednick and Mednlck (5) that all 

creative production must be not only "original," but also 

"useful," as discussed in Chapter II, Definitions of 

Creativity. 
s 

A copy of each of these instruments is presented in 

the Appendix. In addition, a copy of the specially designed 

answer sheet used with the three pre-treatment measured is 

also presented in the Appendix. 
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American College Testing Program (ACT) 

The above Instruments were used in the present study-

by direct testing during the course of the experiment. A 

fifth source of data utilized in the present study was the 

scores from the American College Testing Program (hereafter 

referred to as ACT scores). These scores were not obtained 

from direct testing during the present experiment. They were 

obtained from the NTSU Registrar's Office for those subjects 

having complete records with respect to the other four tests. 

The ACT has four subtests, each forty-five minutes in 

length, representing the fields of English, mathematics, 

social studies, and natural sciences. The tests in English 

and mathematics are frequently used for placing students in 

college English and mathematics classes so that they have the 

greatest chance for success in these fields. The total score 

of the four tests provides an over-all estimate of the 

student's general ability to succeed in college. For the 

measure of mental ability used in the present study, the 

total ACT score was used. 

Procedures 

The data used in the present study were collected in two 

testing sessions approximately three weeks apart, which were 

designated the "pre-treatment sessions" and the "experimental 

treatment sessions." The details of these procedures will be 

described below in approximately chronological order. 
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Between November 1 and November 10, 1966, the six classes 

were tested,using the three pre-treatment measures (Cattell 

Anxiety Scale, Synonym Scale, and Cree Questionnaire). The 

specific test date was determined at the convenience of each 

instructor. The order of administration of the three measures 

was systematically rearranged among the six classes in order 

to counterbalance possible order effect. 

All instruments were administered by the regular class 

instructors, who were coached to ensure equivalence of test 

administration. The instructors Initial comments were as 

follows; 

You have been chosen to participate in a research 
project concerned with the "normal personality," Peel 
assured that individual names and test results will 
remain confidential. When the tests have been scored, 
the meaning of individual test scores will be fully 
explained to you. 

After the Anxiety Scale was scored, cutoff scores were 

established to yield Lower, Middle, and Upper thirds of the 

total sample. The ranges of Anxiety Scale raw scores for 

these three levels were 0-29» 30-37# and over 38» respectively. 

Applying these cutoff points to the scores within each of the 

six classes, the subjects were segregated into Lower, Middle, 

and Upper anxiety subgroups. The subjects in each of these 

eighteen subgroups were randomly assigned to the Experimental 

or Control group for each class. This procedure established 

the six-replicated 2x3 design described above. 

Several weeks were allowed to pass between testing 

sessions to permit some forgetting of the initial session. 
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It was hoped that the subjects would not associate the two 

testing sessions as "being in any way connected. 

On November 30, 1966, the date agreed upon by the five 

cooperating instructors, the experimental treatment was admin-

istered to all classes. Prior to this date, each instructor 

had been individually coached in his speeches and the pro-

cedure to be followed for the experimental treatment. A tape 

recording was made of the final rehearsal by each instructor. 

The experimental treatment began by having each class 

instructor make the following announcement at the beginning 

of the designated class period: 

If I call out your name, leave your books under 
your desk and go to room . Someone will meet you 

there to tell you what to do. 

The instructor then called out the names of those who 

had been randomly assigned to the Control group. Of course, 

no indication was made that this was a part of any experiment. 

The purpose of the experimental treatment was to induce 

anxiety into the Experimental group, while not inducing any 

anxiety into the Control group. 

As soon as the Control group subjects had left the room 

and the door had been closed, the instructor made the following 

speech: 

The Department has been somewhat dissatisfied with 
some of the tests given this semester in Psychology 163 
(or Psychology 165, or Education 162, as fitted the 
specific situation). It has been rumored that some of 
the tests have disappeared and may be allowing some 
students to take advantage of other students. 
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Therefore, the Department has decided to give 
a Department-wide unannounced examination to all 

(appropriate course number) classes 
beginning today. The score you make on this test 
will count more than the scores on all other tests 
you have taken this semester. To make the test 
as fair as possible, we have divided each class 
in half so that you will be able to protect your 
answers from your neighbor. 

The Instructor then asked the remaining subjects 

(actually the Experimental group) to move to other chairs 

if necessary so that no two subjects would be sitting next 

to each others The Instructor then left the classroom momen-

tarily to obtain the tests. If his office was nearby, the 

tests were left on his desk. If his office was inconven-

iently placed with respect to his classroom, an accomplice 

handed the tests to him In the hall outside the classroom. 

The Instructor then returned to his classroom desk, divided 

the papers into one small and one large stack, and said to 

the Experimental subjects; 

There are two parts to this test. The first part 
is related to intelligence and will be used to determine 
how well you should do on the second part. You will 
have fifteen minutes to work on the first part. Then, 
you will have the remainder of the period to work on 
the second part. The second part of the test (pointing 
to the larger stack on the desk) will cover all the 
materials we have talked about during this semester. 

The instructor then passed out the Practical Uses for 

Things test, which was also labeled "First Part of Departmental 

Examination." While the subjects were working on this part, 

the instructor appeared to be busy sorting and arranging the 

large stack of tests and answer sheets on his desk and occa-

sionally checking his watch. After fifteen minutes, the 
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Instructor asked for the papers to be handed in, apologized 

for the undue anxiety that may have been produced, and then 

explained the nature of the experiment. Each instructor was 

permitted to present the apology and explanation in his own 

way. The subjects were promised that all test scores would 

be reported to them after they had been scored. 

A tape recording was secretly made of each instructor's 

handling of the entire testing session, including the speech 

inducing the threat, his apology, and his explanation of the 

experiment. The purpose of these recordings was to permit a 

comparison of the six experimental treatments should there have 

been a significant difference among the results of the six 

replications and/or any other question regarding the equiv-

alency of the six replications. 

The experimenter and one accomplice administered the 

creative production measure to the six Control groups as each 

instructor released them from his classroom. The nature of 

the experimental treatment being given to the other half of 

the class (the Experimental group) was explained and the Con-

trol groups were assured that they would not receive a class 

test. They were then requested to take the Practical Uses for 

Things test. The only comment regarding the test was that it 

was related to intelligence and was the final part of the 

earlier research program. As scheduling prevented all six 

classes from receiving the experimental treatment during the 

same olass period, the first subjects (both Experimental and 
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Control groups) were asked to enter into the spirit of the 

experiment and. maintain secrecy until all classes had under-

gone the experimental treatment. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The tenability of the hypotheses of this study was 

determined, by standard statistical analysis of the collected 

data appropriate to each design. The, data for each subject 

were punched on cards and computations were made by the Data 

Processing Center of North Texas State University, with the 

exception of the Eta correlations and tests of significance, 

which were computed on a calculator. To facilitate the dis-

cussion of the results, this chapter has been organized into 

the following sections: 

1. Preliminary Comparisons 

2. Major Analyses 

3. Supplementary Analyses 

k. Related Analyses 

5. Step-Wise Multiple Regression Analyses 

6. Summary Discussion 

7. Limitations of the Results 

Preliminary Comparisons 

The five variables used in the present study were (1) 

the Cattell Anxiety Scale, (2) the Synonym Scale, (3) the 

Cree Questionnaire. (^) ACT total scores, and (5) the Prac-

tical Uses for Things. Table II presents the mean scores 
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TABLE II 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE FIVE 
BASIC VARIABLES FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND 

CONTROL GROUPS SEPARATELY 

7^ 

Instruments 
Group Statistic Anxiety Synonym Cree j j ACT Practical 

Control 
Mean 

S.D. 

33.62 

10.66 

57.53 

6.00 

61.36 

15.34-

19.33 

3.57 

56.73 

13.97 

Experi-
mental 

Mean 

S.D. 

33.56 

11.12 

56.9S 

8.97 

62.96 

14.46 

18.93 

3.88 

59.36. 

16.35 

and standard deviations for each of the five variables for 

the composite Control group and the composite Experimental 

group. The most noticable mean difference was obtained with 

the Practical Uses test. This difference is in the direction 

predicted by the drive theory of anxiety in that the mean 

score for the Experimental group is substantially larger than 

the mean score for the Control group. However, this difference 

merely suggests a trend,as it was not significant. 

Before turning to the analyses related to the hypotheses 

proposed in the present study, the data collected on the 

Cattell Anxiety Scale and the Cree Ques11onnaire need- to be 

compared with the norm data presented in the manuals accomp-

anying these instruments. Noticable differences may be ob-

served between the scores obtained from the present sample 

and the standardization data presented in the manuals. 
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The mean scores and standard deviations for both the 

Control and Experimental groups of the present sample and the 

two different age groups presented in Cattell's manual (4) 

are presented in Table III. It may be noted in Table III 

TABLE III 

COMPARISON OP CATTELL ANXIETY SCALE DATA 
PROM PRESENT SAMPLE WITH DATA PROM 
TWO SAMPLES IN THE TEST -MANUAL 

Statistic 
Control 
Group 

Experimental 
Group 

Norm Data* 
Statistic 

Control 
Group 

Experimental 
Group General j 

Population j 
i 

1 College 
j Students 

Mean 33.62 33.56 2?.l 28.? 

S.D. 10.66 11.12 11.4 10.4 

N 101 112 935 1392 

age with an average age of 30; College Students—with an 
average age of approximately 22 (4, p. 11). 

that while the mean scores for the Control and Experimental 

groups of the present study are relatively similar, both of. 

these scores far exceed the mean scores for the two stand-

ardization samples. 

It may be useful to compare these results with the re-

sults of two recent studies conducted on the NTSU campus using 

the Cattell Scale. In the first, Boykin (3) tested 193 NTSU 

undergraduate students with the Cattell scale and obtained an 

over-all mean score of 30.89 and a standard deviation of 11.90, 

In the second, Walvoord (14) used the Cattell scale to obtain 
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three levels of anxiety with 15 NTSU imd.ergrad.uate students 

in each level and obtained mean scores of 13#86, 26.60, and 

44.53. Walvoord did not report standard deviations for these 

means. The mean scores obtained by Walvoord may be compared 

to the three over-all mean scores obtained in the present 

study (with Control and Experimental groups combined) which 

were 22.6?, 33.25, and 45.17, respectively. It appears that 

the sample used in the present study was slightly higher in 

anxiety as a group than any other sample noted. No expla-

nation can be offered to account for these results as the 

subjects in the present study were under no intentionally 

induced stress during this phase of the testing program. 

The mean scores and standard deviations for both the 

Control and Experimental groups of the present sample and 

the combined total score presented as norm data in the Cree 

Questionnaire manual (13) are presented in Table IV. It may 

TABLE IV 

COMPARISON OF CREE QUESTIONNAIRE DATA PROM 
PRESENT SAMPLE WITH DATA FROM COMBINED 

SAMPLES IN THE TEST MANUAL 

Statistic 
Control 
Group 

Experimental 
Group 

Norm Data 
Combined Total* 

Mean 

S.D. 

N 

61.36 

15.34 

101 

62.96 

14.46 

112 

67.22 

14.35 

^96 

*Male industrial su" bjects. 
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be noted In Table IV that while the mean scores for the Con-

trol and Experimental groups of the present study are similar, 

both fall in the lower end of the range of scores presented 

for the norm data. The Cree manual presents four different 

samples which ranged from a mean of 60.45 and a standard 

deviation of 14.32 for 197 skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled 

subjects to a mean of 74,09 and a standard deviation of 14.34 

for 116 engineer and executive subjects. By way of comparison 

with recent data collected on NTSU students, Tarte (12) used 

the Cree to test 80 NTSU male students in freshman psychology 

classes and obtained a mean of 64.13 and a standard deviation 

of 15.25. 

Major Analyses 

Following the scoring of the creative production tests, 

the results were analyzed to determine the optimum cell size 

that could be used for the AxLxR analysis. A visual check 

indicated that the maximum cell size to be obtained was four 

scores per cell. Specifically, of the thirty-six cells 

required by the design, twenty-six had five or more scores 

available, nine cells had four scores, and one cell had only 

three scores. It was possible to generate the fourth score 

for this three-score cell by using the mean score of the three 

initial scores in the cell. To increase the cell size to five 

scores would have necessitated generating nine scores from 

their respective cell means, which was considered a prohib-

itive number for this statistical technique. 
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The Major Analyses of this study were based upon dif-

ferences among the mean scores for creative production, as 

measured by the Practical Uses for Things test and as analyzed 

by the three-dimensional analysis of variance. The means and 

standard deviations used in this analysis of variance are pre-

sented in Table V(See pp. 79-80.). A summary of the results 

obtained by this analysis is presented in Table VI (See p. 81.). 

To assist in the discussion of the results presented in Table 

VI, the following descriptions may be useful. The P of 2.9679 

represents Source A, the difference between the means for the 

Stress Condition (Experimental group) and the Non-stress Con-

dition (Control group), with the three individual anxiety 

levels collapsed and the six replications collapsed. The F 

of .4769 represents Source L, the difference among the means 

for the three individual anxiety levels, with the two stress 

conditions collapsed and the six replications collapsed. The 

P of I.I388 represents Source B, the difference among the 

means for the six replications, with the two stress conditions 

collapsed and the three individual anxiety levels collapsed. 

The P of .3316 represents Source AxL, the interaction ratio 

between the two stress conditions and the three individual 

anxiety levels, with the six replications collapsed. . The F 

of .8157 represents Source AxR, the interaction ratio between 

the two stress conditions and the six replications, with the 

three individual anxiety levels collapsed. The P of .2229 

represents Source LxB, the interaction ratio between the three 
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TABLE V 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE 
THIRTY-SIX TREATMENT COMBINATIONS 

Situational Stress Conditions 

Replications Statistic 
Stress (Experimental Group) 

Replications Statistic 
Low 

Anxiety 
Middle 
Anxiety 

High 
Anxiety 

Three 
Levels 
Combined 

1 
Mean 58.25 73.00 64.50 65.25 

Jm 

S.D. 12.70 21.87 16.71 18.52 

9 
Mean 56.25 52.00 56.50 54.92 

S.D. 9.78 13.89 15.58 13.47 

o 
Mean 70.25 64.00 64.00 66.08 

J 
S.D. ' 22.79 16.29 17.25 19.22 

4 
Mean 58.75 67.25 74.25 66.75 

4 
S.D. 11.58 10.33 16.04 14.36 

c 
Mean 55.00 54.75 50.50 53.42 

j 
S.D. 8.57 10.16 8 . 6 7 9.39 

6 
Mean 55.75 69.50 52.00 59.08 

6 
S.D. 7.29 23.73 20.02 19.89 

All Six 
Replications 
Combined 

Mean 

S.D. 

59.04 

14.13 

66.42 

18.53 

60.29 

18.07 

60.92 

•17.12 

All Six 
Replications 
and Both 
Stress 

Conditions 
Combined 

Mean 

S.D. 

58.25 

15.06 

6 0 . 3 1 

16.14 

57.04 

16.59 

58.53 

16.00 
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TABLE V—Continued 

Situational Stress Conditions 

Non-Stress (Control Group) Both Stress Conditions 
and Three Levels of 
Anxiety Combined for 

Each Replication 
Low 

Anxiety 
Middle 
Anxiety 

High 
Anxiety 

Three 
Levels 
Combined 

Both Stress Conditions 
and Three Levels of 
Anxiety Combined for 

Each Replication 

63.00 58.00 64.50 61.83 63.54 

10.84 6 .71 15.34 11.85 15.64 

58.50 58.00 53.75 56.75 55.83 

12.89 10.20 12.40 12.08 12.82 

56.75 5^.50 56.00 55.75 60.92 

12.15 9 .71 15.44 12.69 17.09 

55.00 63.50 40.25 52.92 59.83 

19.53 16.16 4 . 7 1 17.72 17.55 

50.50 60.25 50.50 53.75 53.58 

15.07 12.79 14.92 15.02 12.53 

61.00 49.00 57.75 55.92 57.50 

19.42 12.53 4 . 2 1 14.48 17.47 

57.46 57.21 53.79 56.15 58.53 

15.90 12.58 14.26 14.41 16.00 
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individual anxiety levels and the six replications, with the 

two stress conditions collapsed. The F of .9350 represents 

Source AxLxR, the interaction ratio among all three design 

variables• 

TABLE VI 

SUMMARY OP ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE OP 
THE VARIOUS TREATMENT CONDITIONS 

Source of Variation 
Sum of 
Squares df 

Variance 
Estimate F 

Stress Condition 
( Tr> vv ̂ f-1 C* ̂ *'~* ** *1̂  ̂  81?.01 1 31?,"" o o < n rx 

IM* *s*u. V * * ' - < •» \J A db* 

Anxiety Level 
Stress Condition X 
Replication 

Anxiety Level X 
Replication 

Stress Condition X Anxiety 
Level X Replication 

Within Cells 

182.59 

1122.87 

613.57 

2573.9^ 
29729.75 

2 

5 

10 

10 
108 

91.30 

224.57 

61.36 

257.39 
275.28 

.3316 

.8157 

.2229 

.9350 • • • 

Total 36869.83 1^3 • • • • • • 

Inspection of Table VI indicates that no significant 

results were obtained along any of the dimensions analyzed 

by this statistical technique. It had been theorized that 

the introduction of an anxiety experience would act as a 

drive to stimulate comparatively greater creative production 

for Experimental subjects who were initially middle- and low-

anxious as compared to similarily anxious Control subjects. 
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Further, it had been theorized that this anxiety experience 

would result in a comparatively smaller creative production 

for Experimental subjects who were initially high-anxious as 

compared to similarily anxious Control subjects. To support 

this interaction theory, the F for the AxL interaction term 

should have reached a significant level. The results pre-

sented in Table VI show that this did not occur. With respect 

to the major hypothesis of this analysis, these results indi-

cated no significant differential effect was induced upon the 

creative production of high-anxious subjects as compared to 

the creative production of middle- and low-anxious subjects. 

Thus, the null hypothesis could not be rejected. 

While the AxL interaction term is most relevant to the 

present study, the statistical F test also yielded a measure 

of significance of mean differences and F ratios for the 

additional variables A, L, R, ALR, and measures of interaction 

for AxR, LxR, and AxLxR. As indicated by the results pre-

sended in Table VI, none of these reached a sufficient level 

of significance to reject the null hypothesis. With the ex-

ception of the AxR and AxLxR terms, further discussion of 

these results is not warranted at this time. 

Graphic representations based upon the mean scores used 

in the AxLxR analysis are presented in Figure 2. The single 

curve most nearly approximating the predicted shape is the 

curve representing the Experimental group in Replication 1 in 

Figure 2. It is apparent from a visual inspection of Figure 2 
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Pig. 2—Graphic Representations of Major Analyses 
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that the directional relationships among the mean scores did 

not occur consistently as predicted. 

It was necessary to conduct the Major Analyses prior to 

the Supplementary Analyses in order to determine whether the 

remaining statistical treatments of the six replications 

should be conducted separately or as combined groups. This 

decision was to be based primarily upon the level of signif-

icance of the P's for the LxR and AxLxR interaction terms. 

Although the graphic representations presented in Figure 2 

indicate the occurrence of small directional differences 

among the six replications, the relevant interaction terms 

did not reach a level of significance sufficiently large to 

reject the null hypothesis. In the light of these results, 

the data for the six Experimental groups were combined and 

the data for the six Control groups, were combined for the 

remaining computations. The Experimental and Control groups 

were analyzed separately due to the differences in treatment 

received by the groups during the experimental treatment 

sessions. 

Supplementary Analyses 

The Supplementary Analyses included Pearson product-

moment correlations among the four variables: (1) Anxiety 

Scale« (2) Cree Questionnaire, (3) ACT total scores, and (4) 

Practical Uses for Things. Eta correlations were computed 

independently between the Anxiety Scale and the remaining 

three variables,as curvilinear relationships were suspected 
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in these three relationships. In addition, male-female dif-

ferences were computed from the scores obtained from the 

Anxiety Scale, Cree Questionnaire, and Practical Uses for 

Things. The correlation coefficients obtained from the Sup-

plementary Analyses are presented in Table VII. It must be 

noted that as the Cree manual reported no reliability data 

correlations with the Cree should normally be considered with 

some reservation. However, as the correlations with the Cree 

were found to be relatively consistent between the Control 

and Experimental groups, this restriction may not be serious 

when using the Cree Questionnaire scores. 

TABLE VII 

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION AMONG THE FOUR BASIC 
SUPPLEMENTARY VARIABLES FOR EXPERIMENTAL 

AND CONTROL GROUPS SEPARATELY 

Anxiety 
Group Instrument Pearson Eta Cree ACT 

Cree .05 .15 

Control ACT 1 • H
 

- . 2 7 .14 

Practical - . 1 0 

H
 • i .29* .11 

Cree .00 .04 

Experi-
mental 

ACT .05 .06 .14 

Practical*** .05 \ 2 2 .34#* .28* 

*<.0] 
**<.001. 
***Presented for comparison only. 
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Reviewing the Supplementary Hypotheses individually, it 

was projected in Hypothesis 1 that a curvilinear relationship 

would be found between the Anxiety Scale and the Practical 

Uses test. It may be noted in Table VII that a Pearson cor-

relation coefficient of -.10 was found for the Control group, 

while a Pearson of .05 was found for the Experimental group. 

Both were non-significant; therefore, the null hypothesis was 

not rejected in either case. Although these findings are in 

conflict with respect to the direction of the relationships, 

both are too low to offer any major Interpretative infor-

mation. 

Eta correlations yielded correlation coefficients of -.13 

for the Control group and .22 for the Experimental group. Al-

though the Eta correlation coefficients were larger than th$ 

Pearson coefficients, suggesting a trend toward curvllinearity» 

neither of the Eta coefficients was significant. Therefore, 

it was necessary to conclude that Supplementary Hypothesis 1, 

as stated, was not upheld. By way of comparison with the lit-

erature, these results would place these findings in the third 

group discussed in Chapter II, which found no significant 

relationship between creativity measures and levels of anxiety. 

Supplementary Hypothesis 2 stated that a curvilinear 

relationship would be found between the Anxiety Scale and the 

Cree Questionnaire. The basis of this hypothesis was the 

assumed relationship between creative potential (measured by 

the Cree) and creative production (measured by the Practical 
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Uses test). As shown in Table VII, the Pearson correlation 

coefficients were found to be .05 for the Control group and 

.00 for the Experimental group. Both were non-significant. 

Eta correlation coefficients were .15 for the Control group 

and .0** for the Experimental group, again indicating a slight 

but non-significant trend toward curvilinearity. As no pre-

cedence was found in the literature with respect to the 

relationship between anxiety and the Cree, these results did 

not contradict the results of any known study in this area. 

Supplementary Hypothesis 3 posited a curvilinear relation-

ship between anxiety and ACT scores. The results presented 

in Table VII show that Pearson correlation coefficients of 

-.15 for the Control group and .05 for the Experimental group 

were found. Both were non-significant. In addition, Eta 

correlation coefficients were found, to be -.27 for the Control 

group and .06 for the Experimental group. Again, there were 

conflicting results with respect to direction of the relation-

ship, but $s these correlations were low and non-significant, 

the conflict was of little consequence. It might be noted ; 

that the Eta correlation coefficient for the Control group 

(-•27), while not significant, was the largest Eta coefficient 

obtained in the present study. However, in the test of sig-

nificance for this Eta, the F which most nearly approached 

significance was the P which was actually a test of the sig-

nificance of linear correlation. 
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Supplementary Hypothesis k proposed a positive linear 

relationship between Practical Uses scores and Cree scores. 

The results in Table VII indicate that a Pearson correlation 

coefficient of ,29 was found for the Control group at a con-

fidence level of ,01 and a Pearson coefficient of .3^ was 

found for the Experimental group at a confidence level of 

.001. These correlations agree with Tarte's obtained Pearson 

coefficient of .32 at the .01 level of confidence between the 

Cree and the AC Test of Creativity (12). Although the rela-

tionship for the Experimental group of the present study is 

presented for comparison only, the .3̂- was the largest simple 

correlation coefficient obtained in this study. The .29 for 

the Control group was the second largest simple correlation . 

coefficient obtained. This was the most significant and con-

sistent finding obtained in the present study. 

Supplementary Hypothesis 5 stated that a positive linear 

correlation would be found between Practical Uses and ACT 

scores. It may be noted in Table VII that a non-significant 

Pearson correlation coefficient of .11 was found for the Con-

trol group, while a Pearson coefficient of .28 was found for 

the Experimental group that was significant at the .01 level 

of confidence. As stated above, results obtained on the 

Practical Uses test by the Experimental group must be quoted 

with some reservation. These results did reveal a trend to-

ward a positive relationship between these two variables and 

are substantially in agreement with the results found by Kerr 
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and McGehee (7) and. Zdep (15)» who reported significant 

positive relationships between mental ability and creativity. 

Supplementary Hypothesis 6 suggested that a positive 

linear relationship would be found between Cree and ACT scores. 

The results in Table VII indicate non-significant Pearson cor-

relation coefficients of .14- for both Control and Experimental 

groups. As no precedence was found with respect to the rela-

tionship between these two variables, these results did not 

contradict any known studies in this area. While not signif-

icant, these results point to a similarity between the Cree 

and the Practical Uses test in their relationship with the 

ACT. Apparently, creative potential, creative production, 

and mental ability are related phenomena. 

Supplementary Hypothesis ? stated that the mean scores 

for females would be significantly higher than the mean scores 

for males on the Anxiety Scale. As may be seen in Table VIII 

(See p. 90.), although females were slightly higher than males 

for both Control and Experimental groups, these differences" 

were not significant. The difference of 2.5 raw score points 

between the two mean scores of the Control group closely ap-

proximated the 2.9 raw score points by which females are to 

exceed males according to the manual (k). However, the mean 

score difference of .59 raw score points obtained for the 

Experimental subjects did not approach the anticipated 2.9 

score point difference. 
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MALE-FEMALE DIFFERENCES FOR THE FOUR BASIC 
SUPPLEMENTARY VARIABLES FOR THE 

EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL 
GROUPS SEPARATELY 
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Males • Females 1 
Group Instrument Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t 

Anxiety 31.49 9.57 34.98 11.07 -1.5905 

Cree 69.51 12.97 56.58 14.70 4.3999* 
Control 

ACT 19.59 3.36 19.14 3.68 .6097 

Practical 57.95 14.24 55.93 13.85 .6881 

Anxiety 32.76 10.76 34.19 11.35 -.6729 

Cree 68.33 15.63 58.78 11.90 3.6374* 
Experi-
mental ACT 18.86 4.19 18.98 3.61 - .1704 

Practical 60.51 16.33 58.46 16.32 .6534 

*<.001. 

Supplementary Hypothesis 8 stated that no significant 

differences would be found between the mean scores for males 

and females on the Practical Uses test. This hypothesis was 

upheld for both Control and Experimental groups. The results 

presented in Table VIII show a consistent, relationship among 

the mean scores for the Practical Uses test. The mean scores 

for the males in both Control and Experimental groups were 

higher than the mean scores for the females. In addition, 

the mean scores for both males and females in the Experimental 

group were higher than the mean scores for the two sexes in 
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the Control group. However, none of these mean differences 

was significant. 

Supplementary Hypothesis 9 specified that no significant 

difference would be found between the mean scores for males 

and females on the Cree. This hypothesis was not upheld, 

since the mean scores for males were significantly higher 

than the mean scores for females in both Control and Experi-

mental groups at the .001 level of confidence. These results 

are partially supported by Tarte's study (12), in which he 

found a mean score of 64.13 for 80 males and a mean score of 

63.08 for 13 females. 

These last two comparisons suggest two consistent trends. 

The first is that males not only see themselves as more po-

tentially creative than females do (as measured by the Cree)» 

but in fact are slightly more creative in performance (as 

measured by the Practical Uses test). Mixed results are ap-

parent when the Control and Experimental groups are compared 

on the Cree mean scores. The females in the Experimental 

group see themselves as more potentially creative than do the 

females in the Control, group. However, the males in the Con-

trol group see themselves as more potentially creative than 

do the males in the Experimental group. Nevertheless, when 

a comparison between the two groups is made on creative pro-

duction (ag measured by the Practical Uses test), the results 

become consistent again. For both males and females, the 

anxiety e23>erience received by the Experimental group acted 
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to some degree as a drive to greater creative output for these 

subjects as compared to the Control group. 

Related Analyses 

The Belated Analyses included Pearson correlations 

between the Synonym Scale and the Anxiety Scale, the Cree 

Questionnaire, ACT scores, and the Practical Uses for Things 

test. Eta correlations were also computed between the Synonym 

Scale and the Anxiety Scale. In addition, male-female mean 

score differences for the Control and Experimental groups were 

computed on the Synonym Scale scores. The correlation coef-

ficients obtained from the Belated Analyses are presented in 

Table IX. It should be noted that the test-retest correlation 

coefficient for the Synonym Scale was .08, as reported in 

Chapter III. Therefore, the correlations reported in this 

section must be viewed with reservation. 

TABLE IX 

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN THE SYNONYM 
SCALE AND THE FOUR BASIC SUPPLEMENTARY 

VARIABLES FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND 
CONTROL GROUPS SEPARATELY 

Anxiety ! ! 
Group Pearson Eta Cree ACT Practical 

Control .06 .13 -.19 -,03 

00 
H
 # 

Experi-
mental 

i •
 
o
 

vo
 

-.23 .10 .23* 

.. i 

o
 

o
 • 

*<.02. 
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Reviewing the Related Hypotheses individually, it was 

projected in Hypothesis 1 that a positive linear relationship 

would be found between Synonym Scale and Cree scores. As may 

be seen in Table IX, the Pearson correlation coefficients of 

-.19 for the Control group and .10 for the Experimental group 

were non-significant. No explanation can be offered for the 

occurrence of both positive and negative correlations other 

than that no consistent relationship exists between these two 
* 

variables. As the null hypothesis could not be rejected, this 

hypothesis was not upheld. It was concluded that the Synonym 

Scale is not related to the measurement of creative potential. 

Related Hypothesis 2 stated that a positive linear rela-

tionship would be found between Synonym Scale and Practical• 

Uses scores. Inspection of Table IX indicates that non-

significant Pearson correlation coefficients of -.18 for the 

Control group and .00 for the Experimental group were found. 

It had been theorized that the Synonym Scale would measure , 

divergent thinking which is generally considered to be one of 

the creative functions. However, these results indicate that 

no reliable relationship exists between this scale and creative 

production as measured by the Practical Uses test. 

Related Hypothesis 3 proposed that a positive linear 

relationship would be found between Synonym Scale and ACT 

scores. It may be seen in Table IX that a non-significant 

Pearson correlation coefficient of -.03 was found for the 

Control group, while a significant Pearson coefficient .of 
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.23 was found for the Experimental group at the .02 level of 

confidence. This result suggested that the Synonym Scale is 

more closely related to mental ability than to either creative 

production or creative potential. However, this suggestion 
! 

is limited in that the results for the Control and Experi-

mental groups were inconsistent. 

Related Hypothesis ̂  posited a curvilinear relationship 

between Synonym Scale and Anxiety Scale scores. The results 

presented in Table IX show that Pearson correlation coeffi-

cients of .06 for the Control group and -.09 for the Experi-

mental group were found. Both ,were non-significant. Further, 

Eta correlation coefficients of .13 for the Control group and 

-.23 for the Experimental group were obtained. Although the 

Eta coefficients suggest a trend toward a curvilinear rela-

tionship between these two variables, both Eta coefficients 

were non-significant. The occurrence of directional dif-

ferences in these relationships makes these results highly 

suspect# 

Related Hypothesis 5 stated that there would be no sig-

nificant difference between mean scores for males and females 

on the Synonym Scale. As the results presented in Table X 

show, this hypothesis was supported for the Control group. 

However, this hypothesis was not supported for the Experi-

mental group, which had a difference significant at the .02 

level of confidence. These results would indicate that fe-

males are more divergent in verbal behavior than males. 



TABLE X 

MALE-FEMALE DIFFERENCES FOR THE SYNONYM SCALE 
FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 

SEPARATELY 
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Ma] Les Females 
Group Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t 

Control 56.59 6.18 57.94- 5.79 

1 I. Ill . . . L 1 -HI 

-.084-2 

Experimental 5^.61 10.2? 58.83 7.28 -2.514-0* 

*<.02. 

Step-Wise Multiple Regression Correlations 

Although no hypotheses were offered with respect to the 

following analyses, the data accumulated for the preceding 

analyses were also subjected to step-wise multiple correlations 

as programmed on the NTSU 1620 IBM computer. The data for the 

Control group and the data for the Experimental group were 

treated separately by identical techniques. The four tests 

used as predictors for each analysis were the Anxiety Scale, 

the Synonym Scale, the Cree Questionnaire, and the ACT. The 

criterion measure in each case was the Practical Uses test. 

The mean scores and standard deviations have been presented 

above in Table II (See p. ?4-.), and the intercorrelations 

have been presented above in Table VII (See p. 85.) and Table 

IX (See p. 92.). Therefore, in the interest of space, they 

will not be repeated here. 

The purpose of this program was to obtain a rank order 

of magnitude for each predictor variable with relation to its 
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relative contribution to the over-all multiple correlation. 

The principal results of the step-wise multiple regression 

analysis program for the Control group data is presented, in 

Table XI. The first column of Table XI contains a list of 

TABLE XI 

RANK OBDER OF PREDICTORS WITH REGARD TO CONTRIBUTION TO 
THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION SHOWING COEFFICIENT OF 

CORRELATION, MULTIPLE CORRELATION, F-LEVEL, 
WEIGHTS, AND PER CENT CONTRIBUTION 

FOR THE CONTROL GROUP 

Predictor 
Variables R2 

1 F-Level & 
Per Cent 

Contribution 

Cree .0865 .29^1* 9.^7 .2669 7.8498 

Synonym .1033 .3214* I.85 -.1250 2.3026 

Anxiety .1152 .3394* 1.32 -.1008 1.0448 

ACT .1181 .3436** .32 .0549 .6117 

**<.05. 

the four predictor variables listed in rank order of the sig-

nificance of their respective contributions to the over-all 

prediction of the criterion. It may be observed that for the 

Control group, the most significant predictor was the Cree 

Questionnaire; the second most significant was the Synonym 

Scale; the third most significant was the Anxiety Scale: and 

the least significant was the ACT. 

Column two of Table XI lists the coefficients of multiple 

determination (R2) which Guilford defines as "the proportion 
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of variance in Xi that is dependent upon, or associated with, 

or predicted by X3 and X^ combined with the regression weights 

used" (6, p. ^32). The computational program was such that 

an R2 and an R were obtained for each variable with the 

addition of the preceding variables contained in column one. 
p 

First, using the Cree alone as a predictor, the R was .0865 

and the R was .29^1. It should be noted that in this case 

the .29^1 represents the simple or zero order correlation 

coefficient between the Gree and the Practical Uses scores. 

Next, using both the Gree and the Synonym Scale as predictors, 

the R was .1033 and the R was .321^. Next, using the Cree, 

the Synonym Scale, and the Anxiety Scale as predictors, the 

R^ was .1152 and the R was .339^. Finally, using all four 

variables, Cree. Synonym, Anxiety, and ACT, the R2 was .1181 

and the R was .3^36. 

The F value I.85 shown in column four of Table XI rep-

resents the test of significance of the difference between the 

R for the Cree (.29^1) and the R for the Cree and the Synonym 

Scale combined (.321^-). In this manner, each variable was 

added to the composite of predictor, variables according to 

their F levels. As was shown above,, the step-wise linear re-

gression program ranked the predictor variables in the order 

of their contribution to the multiple correlation. Thus, the 

most reliable predictor was the Cree. The addition of each 

of the remaining three variables increased the correlation 

coefficient only slightly. 
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In column five of Table XI, the Beta coefficients O), 

or standard partial regression coefficients, are given. These 

are the Beta's obtained for the four variables involved in 

the over-all problem. The purpose of Beta coefficients is to 

give the weight in standard score form, as a multiplying con-

stant, to the various predictors in the composite. Each Beta 

coefficient denotes how many units the predicted values have 

increased in a given variable when the effects of the other 

variables in the composite were nullified or held constant. 

Thus, the purpose of the Beta coefficients concerns the deter-

mination of the relative contributions of each independent 

variable in the multiple regression equation. 

The final step was to determine the relative contribution 

of each of the four variables to the over-all problem. The . 

Beta coefficients shown in Table XI were multiplied by their 

associated validity coefficient (zero order correlation from 

Table VII or Table IX) which yielded a per cent of contri-

bution for each variable. This statistical procedure shows 

that the Cree contributed 7.85 per cent; the Synonym Scale 

contributed 2.30 per cent; the Anxiety Scale contributed 1.04 

per cent; and the ACT contributed .61 per cent. As may be 

verified in Table XI, the of .1181 for all variables when 

converted to a percentage (11.81 per cent) equals the sum of 

the values shown in the last column. 

Information relative to the step-wise multiple correlation 

for the Experimental group is presented in Table XII. The 
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TABLE XII 

RANK ORDER OP PREDICTORS WITH REGARD TO CONTRIBUTION TO 
THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION SHOWING COEFFICIENT OF 
CORRELATION, MULTIPLE CORRELATION, F-LEVEL, 

WEIGHTS, AND PER CENT CONTRIBUTION 
FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Predictor 
Variables R2 R F-Level 3 

Per Cent 
Contribution 

Cree .1166 .3414* 14.52 .3127 10.6778 

ACT .1724 .4152* 7.35 .2556 7.2342 

Synonym .1799 .4240# .98 -.0855 .0003 

Anxiety .1808 .4252* .3.3 .0314 .1695 

*<.01, 

procedure used for analysis of the Experimental group was 

identical to that described above for the Control group, and 

Table XII is presented in identical form to Table XI for the 

Control group. Therefore, in the interest of space, the 

detailed description of the meanings of these data will not 

be repeated here. 

It should first be noted that the four predictor variables 

for the Experimental group did not fall into the same rank 

order which occurred for the Control group analysis. In the 

case of the Experimental group, the rank order of the predictor 

variables was as follows: the most significant predictor was 

the Cree; the second most significant was the ACT; the third 

most significant was the Synonym Scale; and the least signif-

icant was the Anxiety Scale. Thus, the most reliable predictor 
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was the Cree with an Important contribution made by adding the 

ACT. The addition of the remaining two variables increased 

the correlation coefficient only slightly. 

The total R2 obtained for the Experimental group was .1808 

and the R was .̂ -252, which is considerable larger than the R of 

.3436 obtained for the Control group. However, it should be 

remembered that correlations with the Practical Uses test for 

the Experimental group is presented for comparison only and 

should be considered with reservation. 

With respect to the per cent of contribution made by the 

four predictor variables, the Cree contributed 10.68 per cent; 

the ACT contributed 7.23 per cent; the Synonym Scale contri-

buted .0003 per cent; and the Anxiety Scale contributed .17 

per cent. These total to 18.08 per cent, which is the per 

cent equivalent of the R2 for all predictor variables. It 

should be noted that the Synonym Scale apparently operated as 

a "suppressant" variable in the multiple correlation for the 

Experimental group. L 

Summary Discussion 

Two aspects of the assumed relationship between anxiety 

and creativity were of primary interest in the present study. 

The first of these was concerned with the opposing theories 

of "anxiety as a drive" versus "anxiety as interference" to 

creative production. It was assumed that a curvilinear re-

lationship would exist between anxiety and creative production. 
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This belief was based upon the assumption that the effect of 

the experimentally induced anxiety would depend to some extent 

upon the initial level of individual anxiety brought into the 

experimental situation by the subject. Three levels of anxiety 

(as measured by the Cattell Anxiety Scale) were used in an 

effort to demonstrate the assumed effects of these two theories, 

Specifically, it was felt that anxiety would serve as a drive 

to motivate the initially middle- and low-anxiety subjects, 

while interferring with the performance of the initially high-

anxiety subjects. 

The present study found no significant results to support 

these assumptions. A review of Table VI, the summary table of 

the Major Analyses, shows that the largest F was obtained from 

Source A, which represents the collapsed data for a comparison 

between the composite Control group and the composite Experi-

mental group. This comparison can be understood as a compar-

ison between the mean for the total ;Control group and the mean 

for the total Experimental group presented in Table II. In-

spection of this table shows that the mean score for the 

Experimental group was 59*36 and the, mean score for the Control 

group was 5^.73. The difference between these mean scores, 

although not significant, suggested that the additional anxiety 

experience administered during the experimental treatment re-

sulted ,in some additional creative production for the Experi-

mental subjects as compared to the Control subjects. This 

finding might be interpreted as support for the drive theory of 

anxiety. 
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The results of the correlations between anxiety and. 

creative production presented in Table VII indicated a slight 

trend toward curvilinearity. For both Experimental and Con-

trol groups, the Eta correlation coefficients were larger 

than their associated Pearson coefficients. However, based 

upon the direction of the associated Pearson coefficients, 

the Eta for the Control group was negative (-.13) while the 

Eta for the Experimental group was positive (.22). Neither 

Eta was significant. The directional difference of these two 

coefficients forced the conclusion that no curvilinear rela-

tionship existed. 

The second aspect of the present study was concerned with 

an expected interaction between levels of initial anxiety in 

the subjects and differences of anxiety in the situation. It 

had been assumed that conditions of, stress and non-stress as 

the result of the experimental treatment would interact with 

the levels of anxiety of the subjects as measured by the 

Cattell Anxiety Scale, which would be indicated by their com-: 

blned effect upon performance on the Practical Uses test. In 

Table VI, the summary table of the Major Analyses, it may be 

seen that the F's for the interaction terms AxR, AxL, and 

AxLxR were not significant. It was concluded that interaction 

between the two independent variables did not occur as pre-

dicted. 

Inspection of Figure 2 (See p. 83.) supports this sta- , 

tistical analysis by graphically showing the inconsistency of 
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the results among the six replications. As may be seen in 

Figure 2, the six replications represent a number of possible 

relationships. While the Experimental groups in Replications 

1 and 6 are curvilinear, as predicted, the remaining four 

replications departed only slightly from visual linearity. 

While graphic indication suggests that anxiety could possibly 

have acted as a drive in Replications 1, 3» a^d 6, the re-

maining replications did not show such a trend. To further 

distort the picture, in Replication k, the high-anxiety Con-

trol subjects, and not the high-anxiety Experimental subjects 

as predicted, should have showed a detrimental trend. Only , 

Replications 1, 2, 5» and 6 demonstrated any interaction 

between the two sources of anxiety, but unfortunately, not 

always in the predicted place, 

A review of the correlation coefficients obtained for ; 

each of the five variables shows that the relationships found 

for the Control and Experimental groups were frequently in 

opposite directions. To be specific, six of the ten pairs of 

Pearson correlation coefficients were in opposition and three 

of the four pairs of Eta coefficients were in opposition. 

The only significant correlational results found were the 

two correlations between the Cree and the Practical Uses and 

two correlations for the Experimental group, one between the 

ACT and the Practical Uses test and one between the ACT and 

the Synonym Scale. The first two correlations yielded coef-

ficients of .29 for the Control group and .3*f for the 
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Experimental group. Further, the third correlation yielded 

a coefficient of .28, and the fourth correlation yielded a 

coefficient of .23. These results were supported by the step-

wise multiple correlation coefficients in that in each case 

the major contribution to the over-all multiple correlation 

was provided by the Gree. The ACT provided an additional 

contribution to the multiple correlation for the Experimental 

group, and the Synonym Scale provided an additional contri-

bution to the multiple correlation for the Control group. The 

only consistent significant relationships found were between 

Gree and the Practical Uses test. 

Finally, some speculation might be offered relative to 

the possible causes of the inconsistent results found in the 

present study. Although it might be possible to list many 

more, at least the following four possibilities may be offered: 

1, The attempt to induce additional anxiety during the, 

experimental treatment was not successful. 

2. The Practical Uses test did not measure the necessary 

creativity to demonstrate the predicted relationship with 

anxiety. 

3» The Cattell Anxiety Scale did not measure the 

necessary anxiety which would demonstrate the predicted rela-

tionship with creativity. 

The replication design used in the present study was 

not particularly suited to demonstrate the relationship pre-

dicted between anxiety and creative production. 
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Taking each of the possibilities in turn, some comments 

might be offered. In response to the first possibility, it 

is felt that the threat used in the experimental treatment to 

Induce additional anxiety into the Experimental subjects was 

largely a success. A review of the tape recordings secretly 

made during the administration of the threatening speeches 

revealed no significant departure from the prescribed pro-

cedure described in Chapter III. Discussions with the five 

cooperating instructors immediately following the experimental 

treatment indicated that none of the subjects in the Experi-

mental groups expressed any doubt about the sincerity of the 

threatening speech. In fact, a number of subjects were very, 

agitated by the threat, as reported by the Instructor, until 

the apology and explanation was given. Finally, the near sig-

nificant mean score difference obtained between the composite 

Experimental and the composite Control groups indicates a trend 

in favor of anxiety as a drive. 

In response to the second possibility, it is not felt tjiat 

the change to the scoring system used for the Practical Uses 

test seriously affected the measurement ability of the original 

version of this instrument. It has been used successfully in 

various forms, such as that used by Getzels and Jackson (5). 

In addition, the correlations between the Cree and the Practical 

Uses are similar enough.to the relationship found by Tarte (12) 

between the Cree and the AC Test of Creativity to indicate that 

the same phenomenon was being tapped to some degree. 
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In response to the third possibility, the present study 

did not demonstrate any significant or consistent relation-

ship between anxiety and creative production. It is quite 

possible that the Cattell scale may not measure the necessary 

component of anxiety to permit the predicted relationship to 

be obtained. It has been suggested by Bendig (2) that the 

Cattell scale does not measure a unitary trait, but the two 

factors of social desirability and anxiety. It was also sug-

gested by Alpert and Haber (1) that there are at least two 

types of anxiety scalesj general anxiety, represented by the 

Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, and test anxiety, represented 

by the Mandler and Sarason Test Anxiety Scale. It is possible 

that test anxiety as measured by the Mandler-Sarason scale may 

be more related to induced anxiety in an experimental situation 

than was the Cattell Anxiety Scale. 

In response to the fourth possibility, the experimental 

design used in the present study ls; considered to be an ex-; 

tremely useful statistical design. In particular, the use of 

a number of independent replication? in a single experiment 

permits the inspection of more information than may be obtained 

from a single comparison design. By way of speculation, if 

the present study had used only one Experimental and one Con-

trol group, and if the results had been in substantial agree-

ment with the results of Replication 1, the ensuing reporting 

of these results would have included a favorable comparison 

with the results of MacKinnons study (9). On the other hand, 
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if the results of the present study had been in agreement with 

the results of Replication 3» the discussion could have stated 

that these results are clear proof of the drive theory of 

anxiety. The results of Replications 2 and 5 probably would 

not have found their way into the literature, as results which 

are non-significant are rarely reported. Considering all six 

replications, these results are reminiscent of the results 

reported in each of the four groups of studies described in 

the review of the literature, Chapter II. Thus, one use of 

a multiple-replication design such as that used in the present 

study is to avoid the error of considering the results of a 

single replication as representing the typical relationship. 

Limitations of the Results 

The degree to which the results of this study may be 

generalized to other situations is limited by a number of 

factors. First, as the results are based upon a segment of 

a college student population, one cannot easily generalize 

the results to other segments of the college population, or 

to children or adults in widely differing settings, without 

qualifying reservations. Second, generalization is limited 

by the specific instruments used to measure anxiety, creative 

potential, creative production, and mental ability. Third, 

generalization is limited by the definition of anxiety used, 

in the experimental treatment (assumed to be test anxiety). 

It is possible that the anxiety assumed to operate in the 
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present study may not easily be equated with what might be 

called anxiety In other settings. Anxiety may be quite 

specific to the situation. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The present study was an attempt to demonstrate an 

assumed relationship between anxiety and creative production 

with a complex analysis of variance design (called an AxLxR 

design). The hypotheses were based upon two divergent views 

of the role of anxiety in behavior. It was hypothesized that 

experimentally induced anxiety would increase the creative 

production of initially middle- and low-anxiety subjects, 

while restricting or interferring with the creative pro-

duction of initially high-anxiety subjects. 

The Cattell Anxiety Scale was administered to six classes 

of freshman psychology. On the basis of the Cattell scores, 

the subjects were divided into high, middle, and low thirds. 

Within; each third, the subjects were„ randomly assigned to 

Experimental or Control groups (stress or non-stress con- < 

ditions, respectively). Four subjects were used in each cell 

of the six 2x3 replications, totaling 144 subjects for the 

thirty-six cell AxLxR design. The dependent variable was the 

creative production tested called Practical Uses for Things. 

The P*s yielded by the three-dimensional analysis of variance 

did not reach significance along any of the dimensions 

analyzed by this statistical technique. 

Ill 
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As the Major Analyses found no significant differences 

among the six replications, the data for the six Control 

groups were combined and the data for the six Experimental 

groups were combined for the remaining computations. Rela-

tionships were projected for each pair .of the five variables. 

These variables consisted of the Cattell Anxiety Scale, a 

newly constructed test of divergent thinking designated the 

Synonym Scale, a test of creative potential entitled the 

Cree Questionnaire, the American College Testing Program 

(ACT) as the measure of mental ability, and the test of 

creative production called the Practical Uses for Things. 

In all, twenty Pearson correlations were computed. Only 

four of the Pearson coefficients were found to be significant. 

Two of these Pearson correlations were between the Practical 

Uses and the Cree Questionnaire, which yielded coefficients 

of .29 (<.01) for the Control group and .3̂  (<.001) for the 

Experimental group. The third significant Pearson correlation 

was between the ACT and the Practical Uses for the Experi-

mental group only, which yielded a coefficient of .28 (c.Ol). 

The fourth significant Pearson correlation was between the 

Synonym Scale and the ACT for the Experimental group only, 

which yielded a coefficient of .23 (<.02). 

A mean difference was expected between the females and 

the males on the Anxiety Scale. While the females were shown 

to have scored higher than the males, the differences were 

not significant. It was also proposed that no significant 
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male-female differences would be found for the Synonym Scale, 

the Cree Questionnaire, and the Practical Uses. These hypo-

theses were partially upheld in that no significant differences 

were found for both groups on the Practical Uses and for the 

Control group on the Synonym Scale. However, these hypotheses 

were partially not upheld in that significant differences were 

found on the Cree Questionnaire with males scoring signifi-

cantly higher than females for both groups (c.001) and on the 

Synonym Scale with females scoring significantly higher than 

the males of the Experimental group (<.02). 

For additional Information, step-wise multiple regression 

analyses were computed for both the Control group and the 

Experimental group with the Anxiety Scale, the Synonym Scale, 

t h e Cree Questionnaire, and the ACT as predictors for the 

dependent variable (Practical Uses test). The four pre-

dictors achieved multiple correlation coefficients with the 

criterion measure of .3̂ - (<.05) for the Control group and 

.4-2 (c.Ol) for the Experimental group. For both multiple 

correlations, the most significant contribution to the over-

all correlation was made by the Cree Questionnaire. The 

second most significant contribution to the Control group 

correlation was made by the Synonym Scale, and the second 

most significant contribution to the Experimental group cor-

relation was made by the ACT. The remaining variables in 

each correlation added little to the over-all correlation. 
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From the results obtained, in the present study, the 

following conclusions may be drawn: 

1. Creative potential, creative production, and mental 

ability apparently are related phenomena as measured by the 

instruments used in the present study. . 

2. Males apparently view themselves as being more 

potentially creative than do females. 

3. In addition, males tend to be slightly more creative 

than females as measured by the creative production test. 

Cattell Anxiety Scale scores are not useful in the 

prediction of creative production, creative potential, or 

mental ability. 

5. Situationally induced anxiety in the form of threat 

tends to act as a drive to Increase the creative output of 

subjects under experimental conditions. 

6. The Synonym Scale, assumed to measure divergent 

thinking, is not useful for the prediction of either creative 

production or creative potential. 

The following recommendations are made with respect to 

these conclusions: 

1. It is suggested that a different type of anxiety test 

be used in an experimental design similar to the present one. 

It is now felt that a test emphasizing test anxiety might be 

more highly related to situational threat than a general 

anxiety test. If adults were to be used as subjects, this 

would probably.require the development of a new test anxiety 
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scale as no test for this age group is presently known. The 

development of such a scale for adults could be the basis for 

a new study. 

2. It is suggested that the present study design be 

repeated using younger subjects of high school or elementary 

school age. Younger subjects might possibly be more easily 

influenced by the situational threat than were the older and 

possibly more sophisticated college freshman subjects of the 

present study. An alternative suggestion would involve using 

college seniors and/or graduate students as subjects. This 

suggestion stems from the belief that the further along the 

educational ladder a college student moves, the more ego-

involved he becomes with grade averages and success in school. 

Thus, as he becomes more ego-involved toward grades, the more 

susceptible he will be to the threat of taking an unannounced 

but important classroom test. 

3. It is suggested that a multiple-replication design, 

such as that used in the present study, should be used in more 

experimental studies in educational research. The benefit to 

be gained from the use of this design is that the researcher 

may avoid the danger of reporting a single set of atypical 

results as representing the general case. 

The present study found that males tended to view 

themselves as being more potentially creative than did females. 

In addition, males tended to be slightly more creative than 

females as measured by the creative production test employed 
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in the present study. Therefore, it is suggested that 

additional research be conducted to determine the possible 

cause(s) of these findings. At least three possible causes 

may have produced the findings of the present study: (1) 

males are more creative than females; (2) males are more 

practical minded (as emphasized by the creative production 

test instructions) than females; and/or (3) males are more 

susceptable to situationally Induced anxiety than females. 



APPENDIX A 

"Normal Personality" Research Program 

Your name Instructor's name 

Course number Class period Date 

Instructions: You will be given three different short tests. Please 
answer all questions as honestly as possible. Your name and your test 
scores will be confidential. Only group data will be reported to your 
instructor. Only you will be told the meaning of your individual test 
scores. 

This is the answer sheet for all three tests. Do not mark in the 
test booklets. The order in which you take the three tests may not 
be the same order in which the answer groups are given below. Please 
be careful to mark all answers in the correct answer group. Mark an 
X in the [] you have chosen. 

Synonym Scale 

1. rl" 7. "1" 13. "1' 19. "1" 25. rr 31. rr 
~2~ "2" "2" "2" "2" '2" 
X X. X X "3" "3" 4 4 4 "4 "4 4 
X X. X. X y X 

2. V 8« "1" 14. "1" 20 "1" 26. ~r 32. "1" 
"2" "2" "2" "2" ~2~ 

32. 
"2" 

X 
4 

X 
4 

X 
4 

X 
4 

X 
4 X. X. X X y X 

3. "1" 9. "1" 15. "1" 21. "1" 27. "I* 33. "1" 
"2" "2" "2" "2" ~2~ 

33. 
"2" X X. X "3" X "3" 4 4 4 "4 '4" 4 X. X X x y I5l 

4. ~r 10. ~r 16. "1" 22. "i" 28. "i" 34. "1" 
"2" "2" "2" "2" "2" 

34. 
"2' X X X "3" X "3" 4 4 4 "4 "4" "4" 

X X X y X 151 
5. "1" 11. ~r 17. "1" 23. "i" 29. "1" 35. V 

~2~ ~2~ "2" '2" "2' 
35. 

"2" X ~3_ 13] "3" '3" X If, 4 4 "4 4 "4" X X X y X '5: 
6. X 12. ~l] 18. "1" 24. "i" 30. "1] 36. ~r 

"_2[ "2" "2" '2' 
30. 

"2" 
36. 

"2" X X. L3l X "3" "3" 4 4 4 "4" "4" V X. X X X x X 
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37. " 1 " 

~2~ 
15. [Of] [Oc] [Ne] 1. [Y] [?] [N] 

X 
4 

16. [Tr] [IB] [Pa] 2. M [?] [N] 

"5' 17. [VH] [So] [Of] 3. M [?] M 

38. " 1 " 

"z" 
18. [Tr] [IB] [Fa] 4. M [?] [N] 

X. 
4 

19. [Tr] [Un] [Fa] 5* [Y] [?] [N] 

X 20. [So] [Ha] [NO] 6. M [?] [N] 

39. " 1 " 

"2" 
21. [Tr] [Un] [Fa] 7. [Y] [?] [N] 

X 
lif 

22. [Tr] [Un] [Fa] 8. M M M 

x 23. [Ye] [IB] [No] 9. M [?] [N] 

40. " 1 " 

"2" 
24. [Ye] [IB] [No] 10. M [?] M 

"X 
4 

25. O ] [IB] [No] 11. [Y] [?] [N] 

151 26. [Ye] [IB] [No] 12. [Y] [?] [N] 

27. [Tr] [Un] [Fa] 13. W [?] [N] 

IPAT Self Analysis Form 28. [Tr] [Un] [Fa] 14. [Y] [?] [N] 

1. [Tr] [IB] [Fa] 29. [Ye] [IB] [No] 15. W [?] [N] 

2. [Tr] [IB] [Pa] 30. [A ] [IB] [B ] 16. M [?] [N] 

3. [Ye] [IB] [Ho] 31. [Ne] [VH] [So] 17. M M M 

[So] [se] [Me] 32. [Ye] [IB] [No] 18. [Y] [?] [N] 

5. [A ] [IB] [B ] 33. [Of] [So] [Ne] 19. [Y] [?] [N] 

6. [Ye] [IB] [No] 34. [Ye] [IB] [No] 20. M [?] [N] 

7. [Tr] [IB] [Pa] 35. [Ye] [IB] [No] 21. W [?] [N] 

S. [Tr] [IB] [Fa] 36. [Of] [So] [Ne] 22. M [?] [N] 

9. [A ] [IB] [B ] 37. [Tr] [Un] [Fa] 23. W [?] [N] 

10. [Ra] [So] [Of] 38. [Ye] [IB] [No] 24, W [?] [N] 

11. [Al] [Of] [Se] 39. [Ye] [IB] [No] 25. M [?] [N] 

13. [Of] [So] [Ne] 40. [Tr] [Un] [Fa] 26. W [?] [N] 

14. [Ye] [Un] [No] 27. [Y] [?] [N] 

28. M M w 



Cree Questionnaire 

29. [ I ] [ ? ] DO 

30. [Y] [ ? ] [H] 

31. [ I ] [ ? ] [N] 

32. [Y] [ ? ] [N] 

33. DO [ ? ] DO 

34. [Y] [ ? ] DO 

35. DO [ ? ] DO 

36. [Y] [ ? ] [N] 

37. [Y] [ ? ] [N] 

38. [Y] [ ? ] [N] 

39. [Y] [ ? ] [N] 

40 . [Y] [ ? ] [N] 

41 . [Y] [ ? ] [N] 

42 . [Y] [ ? ] [H] 

43 . [Y] [ ? ] DO 

44. [Y] [ ? ] DO 

^ 5 . [Y] [ ? ] DO 

46. [Y] [ ? ] CM] 

47 . [Y] [ ? ] [N] 

48 . [Y] [ ? ] [H] 

49 . [Y] [ ? ] [K] 

50. [Y] [ ? ] [N] 

51. [Y] [ ? ] DO 

52. [Y] [ ? ] DO 

53. [Y] [ ? ] [N] 

54. [Y] [ ? ] [W] 

55. DO [ ? ] DO 

56. [Y] [ ? ] [N] 

(con®t) 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 
63. 

6k. 

65. 

66. 
6?. 
68. 
69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

7^. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

8*K 

DO M M 

DO M DO 

[Y ] [ ? ] DO 

DO [ ? ] DO 

DO CO DO 

[Y] [ ? ] DO 

DO [ ? ] DO 

M M DO 

DO [ ? ] [ N ] 

DO M DO 

[Y] [ ? ] [N] 

[Y] [ ? ] [N] 

[Y] [ ? ] DO 

DO [ ? ] DO 

DO [ ? ] DO 

DO W DO 

[Y] [ ? ] [K] 

[Y] [ ? ] DO 

[Y] [ ? ] DO 

DO [ ? ] DO 

[Y] [ ? ] DO 

[Y] [ ? ] DO 

DO M DO 

DO [ ? ] DO 

DO [ ? ] DO 

DO M DO 

[Y ] [ ? ] DO 

[Y] [ ? ] [N] 
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35. [ I ] M DO 

86. [Y ] [ ? ] DO 

87. DO [ ? ] [ N ] 

88. [Y] [ ? ] [N] 

89. [Y] DO DO 

90. [Y] [ ? ] DO 

91. DO DO DO 

92. [ X ] [ ? ] DO 

93. DO DO DO 

94. [ Y ] [ ? ] DO 

95. M [ ? ] DO 

96. [Y] [ ? ] [N] 

97. DO DO DO 

98. [Y] [ ? ] DO 

99. DO M DO 

100. DO T ? ] DO 

101. [Y] [ ? ] DO 

102. [Y] [ ? ] [N] 

103. DO DO DO 

104. [Y ] [ ? ] DO 

105. DO DO DO 

106. [Y ] [ ? ] DO 

107. DO [ ? ] DO 

108. [Y] [ ? ] DO 

109. [Y] [ ? ] DO 

110. [ Y ] [ ? ] DO 

111. [ I ] [ ? ] [w] 

112. DO DO DO 
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Cree Ques t ionna i r e 

113. M M D O 

114. M [?] DO. 
115. [x] [?] D O 
116. [x] [?] 

1—
\ 

12. 
f 

J 

11?. [x] M M 

118. [x] M D O 

119. [x] M 0 0 

120. [x] M D O 

121. [x] [?3 [ N ] 

122. [x] M D O 

123. [x] M [N] 

124. [x] M DO 

125. [x] M DO 

126. [x] [?] D O 
12?. [X] [?] DO 
128. [X] M DO 

129. [X] M D O 

130. [X] [?] [N] 

131. [X] [?] DO 
132. [X] M DO 

133. [X] [?3 DO 

134. [X] M [N] 

135. [X] M [ N ] 

136. [X] [?] D O 
137. [X] [?] D O 
138. [X] [?] D O 
139. [X] M D O 

140. 

1—
1 

( 
1 [?] D O 

141. [x] [ ? ] [N] 

142« [x] M DO 

143. Cx] M DO 

144. [X] [?] DO 

145. [X] [ ? ] [N] 



APPENDIX B 

T P A T SELF ANALYSIS FORM 

NAME- .TODAY'S DATE. 
First Middle Last 

SEX AGE OTHER FACTS 
(Write M or F) (Nearest Year) (Address, Occupation, etc., as instructed) 

Inside this booklet you will find forty questions, dealing with difficulties that most people 
experience at one time or another. It will help a lot in self-understanding if you check 
Yes, No, etc., to each, frankly and truthfully, to describe any problems you may have. 

Start with the two simple examples just below, for practice. As you see, each inquiry is 
actually put in the form of a sentence. By putting a cross, X, in one of the three boxes 
on the right you show how it applies to you. Make your marks now. 

Yea Occasionally No 

1. I enjoy walking: D • • 

A middle box is provided for when you cannot definitely say Yes or No. But use it as little 

as possible. 

2. I would rather spend an evening: 
A In between B 

(A) talking to people, (B) at a movie D O D 

About half the items inside end in A and B choices like this. B is always on the right. 
Remember, use the "In between" or "Uncertain" box only if you cannot possibly decide 
on A or B. 

Now: 

1. Make sure you have put your name, and whatever else the examiner asks, in the place 
at the top of this page. 

2. Never pass over an item but give some answer to every single one. Your answers will 
be entirely confidential. 

3. Do not spend time pondering. Answer each immediately, the way you want to at this 
moment (not last week, or usually). You may have answered questions like this be-
fore; but answer them as you feel now. 

Most people finish in five minutes; some, in ten. Hand in this form as soon as you are 
through with it, unless told to do otherwise. As soon as the examiner signals or tells 
you to, turn the page and begin. 

S T O P H E R E - W A I T FOR S I G N A L 

1957, 1963, by R. B. Cattel l . A l l rights reserved. Printed in U. S. A. Published by the Inst i tute for Personality and 
Ab i l i t y Testing, 1602-04 Coronado Drive, Champaign, I l l ino is . 

1957-63 EDITION 
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1. I find that my interests, in people and amusements, tend to change True In between False 

fairly rapidly. O D D 

2. If people think poorly of me I can still go on quite serenely in my Trne In betWeen Fai« 
own mind O O O 

8. I like to wait till I am sure that what I am saying is correct, before Y« in between n» 
I put forward an argument O D E ] 

Some-
times Seldom Never 

4. I am inclined to let my actions get swayed by feelings of jealousy • • • 

5. If I had my life to live over again I would: A i„between b 
(A) plan very differently, (B) want it the same O D D 

Yes In between No 

6. I admire my parents in all important matters D U O 

7. I find it hard to "take 'no' for an answer", even when I know what Trne In between f.w 
I ask is impossible _ O D D 

8. I doubt the honesty of people who are more friendly than I would t™. in between f»i„. 
naturally expect them to be O D D 

9. In demanding and enforcing obedience my parents (or guardians) A In between b 
were: (A) always very reasonable, (B) often unreasonable O D D 

Rarely Sometimes Often 

10. I need my friends more than they seem to need me. O D D 

11. I feel sure that I could "pull myself together'' to deal with an Alw>3r, often seldom 
emergency O D D 

Often Sometimes Never 

12. As a child I was afraid of the dark O D D 

13. People sometimes tell me that I show my excitement in voice and Y«. uncertain n„ 
manner too obviously [ ] [ ] [ ] 

14. If people take advantage of my friendliness I: a in between b 
(A) soon forget and forgive, (B) resent it and hold it against them... O D D 

15. I find myself upset rather than helped by the kind of personal 0ft«n occasionally Never 
criticism that many people make O D D 

. - , T r u e In between False 

16. Often I get angry with people too quickly .. • • • 
Very 

i . . _ . . - . , 1 , _ rarely Sometimes Often 

17. I feel restless as if I want something but do not know what • • • 

18. I sometimes doubt whether people I am talking to are really Trne In between Faju 
interested in what I am saying C O O 

19. I have always been free from any vague feelings of ill-health, such Trne uncertain f.i„ 
as obscure pains, digestive upsets, awareness of heart action, etc O D D 

20. In discussion with some people, I get so annoyed that I can hardly s
t?™£ n,rely N„„ 

trust myself to speak O D D 
CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE. A Score 

2. 



B 

Through getting tense I use up more energy than most people in True Uncertain False 

getting things done - D U • 

True Uncertain False 

I make a point of not being absent-minded or forgetful of details • • • 

However difficult and unpleasant the obstacles, I always stick to Yea In between No 

my original intentions CD LJ LJ 

Yea In between No 

I tend to get over-excited and "rattled" in upsetting situations • • • 

Yes In between No 

I occasionally have vivid dreams that disturb my sleep D D D 

Yes In between No 

I always have enough energy when faced with difficulties • • D 

True Uncertain False 

I sometimes feel compelled to count things for no particular purpose • • • 

Most people are a little queer mentally, though they do not like to True Uncertain False 

admit it • D D 

Yes In between No 

If I make an awkward social mistake I can soon forget it D D D 

I feel grouchy and just do not want to see people • A In between B 

(A) occasionally, (B) rather often O D D 
Very Some-

Never rarely times 

I am brought almost to tears by having things go wrong • • • 

In the midst of social groups I am nevertheless sometimes over- Yes In between No 

come by feelings of loneliness and worthlessness D D D 

I wake in the night and, through worry, have some difficulty in 
Often Sometimes Never 

sleeping again • • D 

Yes In between No 

My spirits generally stay high no matter how many troubles I meet D O D 

Yes In between No 

I sometimes get feelings of guilt or remorse over quite small matters... O D D 

My nerves get on edge so that certain sounds, e.g., a screechy hinge, «««. sometimes Never 
are unbearable and give me the shivers O D D 

If something badly upsets me I generally calm down again quite T™e uncertain F«i»e 
quickly _ • • • 

# # Yes In between No 

I tend to tremble or perspire when I think o f a difficult task ahead CD EH CD 

_ a _ _ # , Yes In between No 

I usually fall asleep quickly, m a few minutes, when I go to bed O D D 

I sometimes get in a state of tension or turmoil as I think over my Troe Uneertein F,ls. 
recent concerns and interests _ O D D 
STOP HERE. BE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED EVERY QUESTION. B Score 

3. 
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APPENDIX C 

Please fill in: 

Name 

r p c c O U F S T I O N N A I R E 
Age Sex Date 

\ m \ J t *# 1 1V# 1 1 1 1 « I IY t* . 

Occupation 

, 

- * 5 I if' * . . : j ' f ••" 'f r ;; > - .. ^ r- v X ; 

loped by: T h e l m a G w i i m T h u r s t o n e , P h . D . , and John M e l l i n g e r , P h . D . 

P s y c h o m e t r i c L a b o r a t o r y • T h e U n i v e r s i t y of North C a r o l i n a 

Directions: 
This schedule contains a list of questions about likes and dislikes, prefer-
ences and habits in everyday l ife. There are no right or wrong answers to 
these questions because one answer i s not necessari ly better than some 
other answer. 

Sample: 
For each question, circle the answer that f its you best. Three possible 
answers have been placed beside each statement as follows: 

Yes Undecided No 
Do you often hum or sing? Y ? N 

If your answer i s "No,11 c ircle the letter "N" thus: 

Do you often hum or sing? Y ? 

If your answer i s "Yes,11 circle the letter f lY. f l If you cannot decide whether 
to answer a question f lYes f l or "No,11 circle the question mark. 

Do not spend too much time on any one question, and do not omit any of the 
questions. 

Now go ahead with the questions on the following pages. 

T P V R - 1 0 6 
1 0 - 6 - 2 0 0 0 

Copyright 1957 
Industrial Relations Center . The University of Chicago 

Published by Industrial Relations Center, 1225 East 60th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637 

T O tf 



QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. Do you fee l dif ferent f r o m most groups in which you find yourse l f? . . Y ? N 

2. Is it easy to leave your work at bed t ime? Y ? N 

3. Do you find it difficult to speak before an audience? Y ? N 

4. Do you often t r y to persuade o thers to your point of view? Y ? N 

5. As a child were you grea t ly in te res ted in mechanical things ? Y ? N 

6. Do you often get behind in your work? Y ? N 

7. Do you like to dr ive a c a r r a t h e r fas t when the re is no speed l imi t? . Y ? N 
8. Do you p r e f e r speci f ic ins t ruct ions 

to those which leave many details optional? Y ? N 

9. Do you ord inar i ly work quickly and energet ica l ly? Y ? N 
10. In doing work planned by o thers do you often think 

of ways in which the work layout could be improved ? Y ? N 
11. Do you gather a great deal of information on a problem before you 

make a guess about i ts solution? Y ? N 

12. Do you enjoy spending l e i su re t ime on physical work? Y ? N 
13. In solving p rob lems , do you think it is 

important to control the direct ion of thought? Y ? N 

14. Do hunches somet imes come to you just before going to s l eep? . . . . Y ? N 

15. Do you have confidence in your se l f ? Y ? N 

16. Do you often f r e t about the daily cho re s? Y ? N 

17. Are you often in a h u r r y ? Y ? N 
18. Do you think thorough study of the l i t e ra tu re 

in a field is essen t ia l to the generat ion of new ideas? Y ? N 

19. Are you handy with tools? Y ? N 

20. Do you swea r of ten? Y ? N 
21. When attacking a problem do you 

f o r m a working hypothesis ea r ly in the p r o c e s s ? Y ? N 

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE 
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52. Do you get acquainted with your neighbors ? . Y ? N 

23. Do you like to introduce the speaker at a meeting? . Y ? N 
24. Do you sometimes get new ideas 

about work if you are in a different place for a time ? . Y ? N 
25. In general, have you been deeply interested 

in those problems to which you have found an answer? . Y ? N 

26. Are you considered unconventional? . Y ? N 

27. Do you have a vivid imagination? . Y ? N 

28. As an adolescent were you interested in philosophical problems?. . . Y ? N 

29. Do you get your best ideas when you are relaxed? . Y ? N 
30. Do you usually agree with 

the group about how things should be done ? . Y ? N 

31. Do you remember people's birthdays and anniversaries? . Y ? N 

32. Do you like work involving competition? . Y ? N 

33. Are you quick at spotting the flaws in people's ideas? ? N 
34. Are you likely to find the answer 

to a problem when your back is to the wall? . Y ? N 

35. Do you often fee l arixious about the success of your efforts ? . . . . . Y ? N 
36. Does it take a long t ime 

in the morning before you are fully awake ? ? N 

37. Are your ideas s imilar to those of most of your acquaintances ? . . . Y ? N 

38. Do you like work that must be very systematic and orderly? . . . . . Y ? N 
39. Do you try to keep abreast of 

a wide range of professional literature ? ? N 
40. Have you had the opportunity to 

work or study with teachers who were creative ? . Y ? N 

41. Do good ideas seem to come to you unexpectedly? ? N 
42. In doing routine chores do you often 

find yourself thinking about unsolved problems? ? N 

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE 
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43. As a student did you let some courses slide 
and thereby gain t ime to work on more interesting courses? Y ? N 

44. Can you think of more problems 
than you would ever have t ime to work out? Y ? N 

45. When working with theoretical ideas 
do you think of concrete examples? Y ? N 

46. When you have a hunch, do you have 
a good idea of what suggested it?. Y ? N 

47. Should one compromise his own views 
in order to insure group harmony? Y ? N 

48. Are you more r e s t l e s s and fidgety than most people? Y ? N 
49. At a lecture, do you occasionally have so many ideas 

of your own that you have trouble listening to the l ec ture r? Y ? N 

50. Do you usually keep your thoughts to yourself? Y ? N 

51. Are you resourceful in fixing mechanical things about the house? . . . Y ? N 

52. Do you get new ideas when you are confined to bed by i l lness? Y ? N 

53. Are you sometimes considered to be cold and unsympathetic? Y ? N 

54. Have you ever thought you might compose music? Y ? N 

55. Do you like work in which you must influence o thers? Y ? N 

56. Are you likely to give up a plan if others disagree with it? Y ? N 

57. Do you enjoy being the host at a party? Y ? N 

58. Do you get many creative ideas when you a re happy? Y ? N 
59. Do you sometimes have vivid 

images or dreams which become the basis of a new idea? Y ? N 

60. Are you moderately skilled in any of the a r t s? Y ? N 

61. Can you stay with your work long hours without feeling t i red? Y ? N 

62. Do you enjoy presenting a new project before a group? Y ? N 
63. If you have a hobby, do you enjoy ignoring 

instructions and str iking off on your own? Y ? N 
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64. Are you fundamentally a contented person? . . Y ? N 
65. Are you trying to become a person 

who knows a lot about a lot of things ? , Y ? N 

66. Do you often feel impatient? , Y ? N 

67. Do you make up your mind easily? , Y 9 N 

68. Do your best hunches come during intensive work? , , Y ? N 

69. Can you keep several assis tants busy? , , Y ? N 

70. Do you like work that has regular hours? . . Y ? N 

71. Do you often part icipate in physical spor ts? . . Y ? N 

72. Do you have a large and sprawling handwriting? . . Y ? N 

73. When you go home do you leave your work behind? . , Y ? N 
74. When you have an important problem. 

do you p re fe r to think it through alone? . . Y o N 

75. Do you assume responsibil i t ies without much hesitation? . . Y ? N 

76. Are your hunches often right? ? N 

77. Do you have more self-confidence than most people? ? N 

78. Are you usually cool and composed in a dangerous situation? . . . . . Y ? N 

79. Do you like to work with theoretical ideas ? ? N 

80. Do you write down a new idea for f ea r you may forget it? ? N 
81. Do you like work in which you 

must change often f rom one task to another? ? N 
82. Do you use any deliberate means 

to create favorable conditions for getting new ideas'? ? N 

83. Were you in the top fourth of your college c lass? ? N 

84. Do people often discuss new problems with you? ? N 
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85. Does vigorous exercise often help 
you get new hunches in solving problems ? Y ? N 

86. Do you stick to pet schemes and ideas 
even though other people think you're wrong? . k Y ? N 

87. Do you often work slowly and leisurely? Y ? N 

88. Do you often see many ways to tackle a problem? Y ? N 

89. Do you like work that requires scientific precision? Y ? N 

90. Does the solution to a problem often seem to come suddenly? Y ? N 

91. Do you have systematic work habits? Y ? N 

92. Are you interested in some form of art? Y ? N 

93. Do you get your best ideas while working under pressure? Y ? N 

94. Are you likely to take charge in case of an accident? Y ? N 

95. Do you like work that requires much reading? 4 Y ? N 

96. Are you creative in more than one field? Y ? N 

97. Do you sometimes get new ideas about work while on a vacation? . . . Y ? N 

98. Would you enjoy being the toastmaster at a banquet? Y ? N 

99. Do you generally walk faster than most people? Y ? N 

100. Is your handwriting rather fast? ? N 

101. Does working under pressure bother you? ? N 

102. Do you often tell stories to entertain others? Y ? N 

103. Does a new idea excite you? Y ? n 

104. Are you considered to be absent-minded? ? N 

105. Do you like to be the chairman of a meeting? ? N 

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE 
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106. Do you like work that puts you in contact with a lot of people? Y ? N 

107. Are the a r t s m o r e important to you than the sc i ences? Y ? N 

108. Do you spend many evenings with f r i e n d s ? Y ? N 

109. Do you talk m o r e slowly than most people? Y ? N 

110. Do you believe in a l i fe h e r e a f t e r ? Y ? N 

111. Are you often bored with people? Y ? N 

112. Do you like work that r equ i r e s much talking? Y ? N 

113. Do you enjoy working with tools ? Y ? N 

114. Do you get many new ideas while teaching? Y ? N 

115. As a child, were you inclined to take l ife se r ious ly? Y ? N 

116. Do you usually make up your mind quickly? Y ? N 

117. In the morning, do you usually bound out of bed energet ica l ly? . . . . Y ? N 
118. Is a cer ta in amount of l e i s u r e 

n e c e s s a r y fo r you to do your best thinking? Y ? N 

119. Do you like to explain things to other people? Y ? N 
120. Are you pre t ty good at 

thinking of alibis on the spur of the moment? Y ? N 

121. Do you like to work late at night? Y ? N 

122. Do you avoid public speaking? Y ? N 

123. Do you enjoy promoting a new pro jec t? Y ? N 

124. Are you f requent ly considered to be happy-go-lucky? Y ? N 

125. Do you like work in which the re a r e many prob lems to be so lved? . . . Y ? N 

126. Do you spend much of you-r l e i s u r e t ime ou t -o f -doors? Y ? N 
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127. Do you usually work f a s t ? . Y 9 N 

128. Do you frequent ly daydream? , , Y ? N 
129. Would you be willing to s ac r i f i c e 

a great deal f o r scient i f ic achievement? Y ? N 

130. Do you r e m e m b e r the names of people you mee t? Y ? N 
131. Would you be in te res ted in 

adminis ter ing a l a rge scient if ic l abora tory? . Y ? N 

132. Have some of your re la t ives been highly gifted? . , Y ? N 

133. Do you easi ly win the f r iendship of s t r a n g e r s ? Y ? N 

134. Do you enjoy formula t ing new problems ? . . Y ? N 

135. Do you like work that has a lot of exci tement? , . Y ? N 

136. Do you enjoy introducing people? ? N 

137. Do you like to s leep over an unsolved p rob lem? Y ? N 

138. Do you usually have a "ready answer"? ? N 

139. Do you have an easygoing attitude toward l i fe? ? N 

140. Do you have a wide range of i n t e r e s t s ? ? N 

141. Do you fee l sent imental about ann ive r sa r i e s and bir thdays *? Y ? N 

142. Is it easy fo r you to expres s yourself in conversat ion? , . Y ? N 

143. Do you have a s t rong motivation to be outstandingly success fu l? . . . Y ? N 

144. Do people think you a r e too in te res ted in your work"? . . . . ? N 

145. Are you usually ready to stop work at mea l t ime? ? N 



APPENDIX D 

Instructions; You will notice that each group of words are more or 
less similar in meaning (i.e., most are synonyms). You will easily 
recognize the context in which each group of words would be used. 

Your only task is to select one word from each group of words 
which you personally would normally prefer to use in each group-
context as you perceive the context of that group. 

1. 1. sorrowful 
2. pitiful 
3. pathetic 
b. lamentable 
5. moving 

2. 1. Induce 
2. allure 
3. coax 
b. convince 
5. persuade 

10. 1. good-by 19. 1, transparent 
2. bon voyage 2. obvious 
3. auf Wiedersehen 3» lucid 
4. au revoir 
5. farewell 

11. 1. obscure 
2. indefinite 
3. indubitable 
k, dubious 
5. ambiguous 

3. 1. transient 12. 1. obedience 
2. indestructible 2. faithfulness 
3. enduring 3. loyalty 
4. constant k. devotion 
5. changeless 5. allegiance 

4. 1. know 
2. understand 
3. conceive 
4. comprehend 
5. perceive 

5. 1. torment 
2. distress 
3. anguish 
k, agony 
5. pain 

6. 1. pompousness 
2. ostentation 
3. bravado 
4. pageantry 
5. pomp 

7. 1. stubborn 
2. resolute 
3. inflexible 
k. immovable 
5# obstinate 

13. 1. vivacious 
2. active 
3. lively 
4. animated 
5. alive 

14. 1. fear 
2. foreboding 
3. concern 
4. apprehension 
5. anxiety 

15. 1. passion 
2. fury 
3. wrath 
4. temper 
5. rage 

16. 1. retort 
2. response 
3. reply 
4. repartee 
5* rejoinder 

8. 1. thoughtlessness 17. 1. inconsistent 
2. indifference 2. incompatible 
3» heedlessness 3, Inappropriate 
4. carelessness 4. conflicting 
5. negligence 5, incongruous 

9. 1. rapturous 
2. jovial 
3. cheerful 
4. blissful 

18. 1. malice 
2. hostility 
3• aversion 
4. antipathy 

4. evident 
5. apparent 

20. 1* truthful 
2. sincere 
3. impartial 
4. honest 
5. frank 

21. 1. talented 
2. intelligent 
3. ingenious 

adroit 
5. clever 

22. 1. order 
2. harmonize 
3. group 
4. classify 
5. arrange 

23. 1. low 
2. infamous 
3* despicable 
4. contemptible 
5» base 

24• 1. trustworthy 
2. certain 
3. reliable 
4. legitimate 
5* genuine 

25, 1, ungainly 
2. maladroit 
3. inept 
4. gauche 
5. awkward 

26. 1. passiveness 
2. indifference 
3. lethergy 
4. apathy 
5. stoicism 

27• 1« immoral 
2. deceitful 
3. corrupt 
4. depraved 
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28. 1. lovely 38, 
2. pretty 
3. graceful 
4. exquisite 
5. beautiful 

29* 1. heroic 39, 
2. gallant 
3. courageous 
4. chivalrous 
5• brave 

30. 1. resentment 40, 
2. irritation 
3. indignation 
k. exasperation 
5. animosity 

31. 1. lovable 
2. engaging 
3. charming 
4. agreeable 
5. amiable 

32. 1. sociable 
2. congenial 
3. devoted 

amicable 
5. friendly 

33* 1* tolerate 
2. permit 
3. endure 
b, allow 
5. bear 

34. 1. artistic 
2. tasteful 
3. exquisite 

esthetic 
5. elegant 

35* !• temerity 
2. nerve 
3. Sail 
4. boldness 
5. audacity 

36. 1. zealous 
2. enthusiastic 
3. phlegmatic 
k. fervent 
5. ardent 

37. 1. gentle 
2. yielding 
3. submissive 
4. compliant 
5* docile 

1. overbearing 
2. dictatorial 
3. authoritative 
4. arrogant 
5. dogmatic 

1. cunning 
2. chicanery 
3. deceitfulness 
b. trickery 
5. deception 

1. effect 
2. achieve 
3. accomplish 
4. complete 
5. perform 



APPENDIX E 

DEVELOPMENT OP THE SYNONYM SCALE 

It has been frequently said that the intellect includes 

both convergent and divergent thinking processes. In con-

vergent thinking, the task is to find the single correct 

solution to the problem. In divergent thinking, there is no 

single correct solution. Creative persons are usually con-

sidered to do more divergent thinking than do less creative 

persons. This is analogous to saying that creative persons 

do more thinking which is original, off the beaten track, and 

away from the common way of doing things. While this has 

been investigated using various projective techniques, the 

present task has been to attempt the measurement of this 

factor by some objectively scored method. 

The Synonym Scale was developed in an attempt to develop 

such an objectively scored test using words as the stimuli. 

The scale was developed as follows. Sixty-five sets of syn-

onyms were selected from a standard synonym-antonym book. 

Each set consisted of six to eleven words each. These sets 

were submitted to a number of Education and Psychology classes 

at NTSU during the first summer semester, 1966. A tabulation 

was made of the number of choices received by each word in 

each set. It was observed that a few words in each set 

received the bulk of the total number of choices given for 

each set, while other words in the set received decreasing 
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numbers of choices. Based upon these tabulations, forty sets 

of five words each were selected from the original number of 

sets. Words were included in these forty sets which yielded 

representatives of four levels of frequency. No more than 

two words of any single level were included in the same set. 

The ideal set would contain at least one word from each of the 

four frequency levels. 

According to the rationale, the most highly chosen words 

by the base group were considered to be the most common (or 

mean) responses for each set. These most common words were 

given a score value of "O." The next most highly chosen words 

were given a value of W1,M the third most highly chosen words 

were given a value of "2," and the least chosen words were 

given a value of "3." Thus, a low total score on all forty 

sets would indicate choosing words which were most highly 

chosen by the base group, and by definition were considered 

to be a common score. A high score was considered to indicate 

a high level of divergence from the common words, and by def-

inition was considered to be a high-creative score. 

The final scale was re-submitted to some of the original 

subjects to observe whether or not the same words continued 

to receive the same ratio of choices. Over 60 per cent of 

the words in the scale retained their same relative position. 

It was assumed that some phenomenon was being measured to an 

extent that warranted comparing the scale with other instru-

ments related to creativity. 



APPENDIX P 

FIRST PART: DEPARTMENTAL EXAMINATION 

This is a test of your knowledge and imagination. 
In this part of the test, you are to think of as many different 
practical uses as you can for each of the following items: bricks, 
pencils, paper clips, toothpicks, and sheet of paper. 
The answers are to "be written in short sentences or phrases, as in 
the following example: Practical uses of a brick: (1) Build a house, 
(2) Throw at a cat, (3) Chuck the wheels of a car on a hill, etc. 

You have 15 minutes to complete this part of the test. 

(1) Practical uses of a brick: 

1. . 8. 

2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9 » 

• 3. 10. 

11. 

5. _ _ 12. 

6. 13. 

?. 14. 

(2) Practical uses of a pencil: 

1. 8. 

3. 10. 

11. 

5. 12. 

6. 13. 

?• 14. 
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(3) Practical uses of a paper clip; 138 

1. 8. 

2. 9. 
3. 10. 
4. _ 11. 

5. 12. 

6. 13. 

7. UK _ 

Practical uses of a toothpick; 

1. _________________________ 

2. 9. . 

3. 10. . 

4. 11. , 

5. 12. ( 

6. ___ 13. . 

7. 14. 

(5) Practical uses of a sheet of paper: 

1. _____________________________ 8. 

2. __________________________ 9. 

3. • 10. 

_ _ 11. 

5. _ _ 12. 

6. 13. . 

7. 14. 
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